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CriMlJAL CASE r'O 10/76 

IF 1''T "E SIP^EKE COT FT !,•> SIFC-APOFE

BEFORE THE TTOi^Ol.^A"LE MP JUSTICE F A CHUA

is to the transcript marked

"TOTD

the declaration of.,
'-?#•£. y^-; c/ric " ^^^ PUBLIC P^OSECUTO1^• ••••••••^••••^(••••k.* »•.••••••••••••••••••«•••••«• JT *-• • -*rfAV* » .-* ^*»^«-»>^™r _ -^*t"L r A» I /ifv . H.<Vi-.....M....v .....jt..........and

Supreme (Juurt 
Feg tho ^qpu

KR JUSTICE D C D'COTTA

VS

TEO HOOK SE"G

Kr Loh Lin i<ok
- or the Accused ... ... Mr Thomas Chan

Pte Secretary i Criminal Case Ho 10 of 1976 - Public 
Prosecutor v Teo Hook Seng.

DPP t r ay it please you, Vy Lords. I appear together with
my colleague, Hiss Gwendoline Koh Lay Wah for the Public 
Prosecutor.

Kr Chan i I am for the Accused.
DPP i  :  he accused is represented by ; r Thomas Chan.
Chua, Ji Yes, Mr Loh?
DPP i Kv Lords, may I tender in an amended charge. There 

is no substantive amendment, Ky Lord, except for the 
rtolotion of 2 words - morphine hydrochloride - after the 
word morphine, hy Lords, and the rest of ths words that 
are added in are for the question of tidying up the
charge. 

Mr Chan i my it please you, fry Lord, may I inform the Court
that last Tuesday I approached l-y Learned riend for anothes 
analysis to be carried out by a chemist who will be called
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2   otes

A K'r Chant (ctd) as a witness for the accused, i-'ow, My Lord, 

the analysis was carried out on 1 Jul, but the full 

results of this analysis will be known only in the course 

of the next few days. Ky Lord, in order not to delay 

this hearing, I am not asking for an adjournment, but in 

the circumstances may I request that the chemist for the 

Prosecution be the last witness for the Prosecution, and 

that he be giving evidence only after the full results 

of the analysis are known, and I hope KV Learned Friend 

has no objection to this.

C Chua, Ji Yes, Mr Loh?

DPP t Yes, vy Lord, I will certainly cooperate with Ky Learned 

r riend on this question, furthermore, since hy Learned 

Friend brought it up, before the charge is read,nay I 

say this to regularise matters. The exhibit in this

D case, the 2 packets of morphine. My Lord, they are in

fact Court exhibits. Ky Learned Friend approached mo last 

week, ?<y Lords, some time, I believe, on Tuesday thr ugh 

a letter and we spoke also. As a result, I spoke also to 

the Deputy Registrar, saying that we will be takin^ up

2 a little of the two exhibits, even though they are Court

exhibits, instead of having to apply to the Court formally 

which will certainly mean we have to apply for an 

adjournment. May I with Your Lordships* persission regular 

ise this matter.

F Chua, Jt Yes, very well, read the charge.



L3 Verbat im 
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THE ACCUSED IS CHARGEDt

" You, Teo Hook Sen?, are hereby charged that you 
on or about the 9th day of January, 1976 at 
about 2.45 pro at Woodlands Customs Checkpoint, 
Singapore, did unlawfully traffic in a controlled 
drug specified in Class A of the First Schedule 
of the Misuse of Drugs Act, 1973 to wit, 46.33 
grains of morphine and have thereby committed an 
offence under section 3(a) of the Misuse of Drugs 
Act, 1973 punishable under section 29 of the 
aforesaid Act, 1973 ( No 5 of 1973). "

C Pte Secretaryi What say you to the charge, do you

plead guilty or claim trial? 

Interpreters Accused claims trial. 

Mr Chani My Lord, may I just interrupt for the Defence

Chemist to be released at this stage, subject to 

3 recall, so that he can carry out the analysis as quickly

as possible. 

DPP i May I know when we can have the report from the

Defence Chemist.

I'r Chant He is in Court, Dr Walter Sintoul, he can clarify. 

E Chua, Ji How long will it take to give us the report?

Pr Chant My Lord, I think it may be ready fcy Thursday or

r> riday. 

DPP t My Lord, then it would be impossible for this trial

to QO on. I won't take more than 3 days to close my case, 

F I'r Chant May I suggest that the doctor try to carry out

the analysis as quickly as possible because I understand 

there are certaincomplications in an analysis, so in 

all fairness, on the one hand, we get it ready as quickly 

as possible, most probably by Thursday or Friday. 

F DPP i I think tomorrow will be possible. My Chemist is here.
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DPP t (ctd) He iswilling to cooperate. If there is anything 

that Ky Learned Friend requires, my Chemist comes from 

the Dept of Scientific Services, he will provide it. 

He was in fact given the exhibits of morphine on 1 Jul, 

which is Last Thursday, ry Lord, and today is I onday, and 

we have had 4 days.

Chua, Jt Whan was the application made?

I'r Chant I informed My LearnedFriend on 29 Jun, that was last 

Tuesday* and immediately I made arrangements for the 

analysis to take place, and in fact did take place on 1 

Jul, but other than that 

Chua, Ji He says he will not get his report ready till F riday?

Dr Rintouli Ky Lord, I will do the analysis as quickly as possible.

Chua, Ji Is it not possible to have it before Friday?

Dr Rintouli I shall try my utmost.

Chua, Jt If we can have it by Wednesday, then we can proceed. 

Try and get it ready by Wednesday.

>r ^intoult I shall do it as quickly as possible.

Chua, Jt Otherwise we will have to adjourn this case.

DFP t Yes, My Lord. As I said, my chemist is prepared to 

cooperate. If it is a question of supply of certain 

inqredients, we will supply it to hy Learned Friend 

and I don't think it will take that long

Hr Chant I would assure Your Lordships that we would avoid 

any adjournment.

Chua, Jt I think we had better proceed with this trial, fixed 

for 5 days and we should try and get the report as soon as 

possible. Can the chemist try and get it ready by Wednesday?
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Dr intoult I shall do my utmost.

Chua, Jt He is released then.

*r Chan: Yes, can he be released?

DPP t Together with my chemist, Kv Lords.

Chua, Ji Yes.

opens and calls evidence).
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Notes.

Chua, J.

E

P

Mr. Chan;

Chua, J. 

D.P,P.

han:

Chua, J. 

Mr. Chan 

Chua, J. 

Mr. Chan 

D.P..P. 

Chua, J.

Well, in any case they will available. Do

you want to interview any of these witnesses

Mr, Chan?

With your Lordship's permission I may want

to interview one, especially the one sitting

next to the accused. He is Mr. Tay Puay Chuan.

Yes, he has indicated Tay Puay Chuan for the

defence.

Yes, .ask the witnesses to stay behind.

luy Lord, I would appreciate if ciy learned

friend could indicate to us if he wants to

call them.

Jly Lords, may I start with my next witness

Lawrence Doray tomorrow morning?

Fy Lord, may I inform your Lordship as far as

I can see the evidence of this witness lir.

Lawrence Doray will be very long, especially

the cross--examination and also-  

You want to interview these people?

Yes, can I have a short adjournment?

Well, we v/ill resume hearing tomorrow.

In that case that will be much better.

As your Lordship pleases.

Well, we will adjourn till tomorrow morning

at 10.30. In the meantime you can interview

the witnesses and decide whether you t*Unt to

call them or not and let Kr. Loh know.

(Court adjourns @ 3.25 p.m. on 5.7.76.)
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Notes

(Court resumes at 10.30 a.m., 6.7.1976.)

A D.P.P.: May it please you, my Lords, my next witness is 

Lawrence Doray, No.8 on my list and he is P.W. 5 in 

this Court. He is at pago 13of the depositions.

LAY/HENCE DOHAY (Sworn in English)

(Examination-in-chief by D.P.P.)

B Q. You aro Lawrence Doray, an acting Superintendent of 

the Customs and Excise Department?

A. That is correct, my Lord.

Q. You are now attached to the Excise Division?

 ii . That is correct, my Lord.

C Q. NOT/ before your posting to the ExcisoDivision, where 

were you attached to?

A. I was attached to the Woodlands Customs checkpoint.

Q. How long were you there?

A. I was attached thero for one-and-a-half years. 

D Q. How long have you been in the Customs Department?

A. I have been in the Customs Department for 19 years.

Q. Out of these 19 years, how long have you been in the 

Preventive Divisions?

A. About 15 years, my Lord.

E Q. Now on the 19th of January this year in the afternoon, 

you were the section leader?

A. That is correct, my Lord.

Q. Two of your officers wore on duty that day  
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LArtREFCE DORAY

(CROSS-EXAMINATIOH 2Y MP CHAII) (ctd)

A Chua, Ji And you took the parcel with you, I take it?

A That's right, l'y Lord. 

Q So are you saying that tho parcel was all the time on the

table when you were in your superior's office? 

A That is correct.

" Q Mr Doray, are you aware that -(My Lord, I hope this question 

is permissible) are you aware that morphine should be kept 

in. a closed container in order to have a correct analysis? 

(Your Honour, this question is really relevant). Are you 

aware morphine should be kept in a closed container in order 

C to have a subsequent accurate analysis? 

A I am not aware of this, Ify Lord. 

Q Mr Doray, when you went to the CID on the same morning,

that was about 5.35 am? 

A 4.40 am, 1-y ix>rd.

D Chua, Ji You went to the CID at 4.40? 

A Yes, KV Lord.

Chua, Ji You finished investigation at 3 am? 

A And I was at CID at 4 am in the morning.

Q You are quite sure that you went to CID roughly about 4 am? 

E A That's right, My Lord.

Chua, Ji You are quite sure of the time? 

y-r Chant He was at CID. 

Q So at this time you were keepinc the parcel also with you?

Chua, Jt What is that? 

F Kr Chant At this time he was keepino the parcel with him.
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(TRIAL WITIIr. A TTIAL)

LAWPEi CE DORAY

(CSOSS-EXAKIiATIO! BY JvP CHA1-) (ctd)

Q (ctd) don ft you think it is quite a rush? 

A I don't think it was a rush.

Chua, Jt It was not rushed? 

A It was not rushed, My Lord.

Chua, Ji l<y Lord, if I may just clarify, I am not too 

sure* Shall I carry on and refer him to all the 

points of the cautined statement now or wait till  

Chua, Ji No, you carry on all the cross-examination

you want of this witness. 

l"r Chant I take it later on I can call  

Chua, Ji Of course, you can call. 

¥r Chani   I can examine the Interpreter and also

call the accused inrelation to the cautioned state 

ment.

Chua, Jt Yes, after this man has been cross-examined 

and re-Gxaminod« then the Interpreter will be 

called.

' Kr Chant Huch obliged. 

Chua, Ji And then you can make your submission and

you can call the accused and make your submission. 

tfr Chant Kuch obliged.

Q YOU say you read out the charge to the accused and Mr Lee, 

the Interpreter, interpreted in Hokien to the accused about 

the charge? 

A That*s right, Ky Lord.
12.25
6.7.76
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.TRIAL WITHIN A TRIAL

LAWRENCE DC-RAY

(Cross-examination by Mr. Chan) (contcU) 

A D.P.P.: I am afraid my learned friend is -icing to

the statdment itself?

Mr. Chan: Yes, my Lord, in that case I withdraw. 

Chua,J.: vVhat I am interested in, Mr. Chan, is,

you did not ask him: when you read the

B charge did you use the word trafficking?

A. Yes, my Lord, in the charge. 

Q. !Qicro is no explanation as to the meaning

of the word there?

A. In the charge I used the word trafficking 

C and the interpreter gave me the reply  

Q. You don't know what he says? 

A. I don't know what he said.

Q. But you never explained the word trafficking? 

Mr. Chan: To the interpreter.

D V/itness: I didn't explain, my Lord, but the inter 

preter did. 

Q. Did I hear you say you did not, you did not explain to

him?

A. (Witness nods,) 

E Chua,J.: You just used the word trafficking, that's

all?

A. Yes, my Lord. 

Q. You juit road the charge? 

A. Yes, my Lord.
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(TRIAL WIT-111 ! A TRIAL)

LEE SEAT

(CRCSS-EXATIMATIO;   "Y MR CHAii) (ctd)

A A And then I interpreted in Hokien dialect. I read the 

charge sentence by sentence to the accused in Hokien 

dialect.

Mr Chant My Lord, if I may just refer to P7. 

Q Can you kindly look at P7. 

.*? Chua, Ji Does F7 appear   

DPPV i Page 18.

Mr Chant And also on pa qe 18 of tht> deposition. 

DPP t It is typewritten, I'y Lord, page 18.

Q Can you look at P7. Can you remember how did Mr Lawrence 

C Doray read the cbarae out to you, page by page, sentence

by sentence. I don't know what you mean sentence by sentence. 

Can you look at P7 and tell the Court how he read out sentence 

by sentence?

A Lawrence Doray read the charge according to this charge sheet 

D sentence by sentence, part of the charge, he read part of the

charge and then I interpreted it.

Q Mow, you say part <f the charge. Is it meaning the same thing 

as sentence by sentence.

DPP t It is only one sentence.

E A He did not complete the whole charge. Lawrence Doray broke 

into 2 or 3 stages. I then interpreted to the accused stage 

by staoe. 

Q i-'r Lee, can you look at P7 again.? if, as you say, Mr

Lawrence Doray broke it in 2 or 3 parts, as you put it just now, 

F can you look at it carefully? It is a very, very long sentence,
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(TP.IAL WITHIW A TRIAL) 

LEE SEAT CHtHG

r BY IT? CHW) (ctd)

A Q Do you agree with the Court Interpreter, he said your

interpretation is not correct? 

A "Yam soon" is  -

Chua, Ji Just tell us, do you agree with the Court

Interpreter that the term in Hokier for hydrochloride 

it- used by you is not correct?

Q The word is not correct, do you agree?

Kr Chant Fy Lord, I think he is not sure. 

A I am not very sure, but I think "yam soon** and "lek huay lak"

is the same thing because "lok huay lak" is a chemical term, 

C "yam soon" is an ordinary speakino, common word.

Chua, Jt You are not sure whether it is correct, is that

what you are saying?

A I am not very sure whether it is correct. 

Q Kr Lee, I put it to you that thocorrect interpretation was 

D the one given by the Court Interpreter here, which is "yam

soon1* is the correct interpretationi I put it to you. 

A Then I have translated this wore) wrongly in this case. 

Chua, Ji Louder.

A I think I have interpreted it wrongly in this case, 

E this word hydrochloride.

rr Chani My Lord, I have no further questions. 

DPP i Just on a question of. interpretation. My Learned 

Friend has missed out one word which is most 

important i How did you interpret the word "traffic?" 

F Chua, Jt Mr Chan may not want to ask him.
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6.7.76 182 !**«< 

(TRIAL WITHE? A TRIAL) 

LEE SEAT CHUNG 

(CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR CHAtt) (ctd)

IT Chant I quite appreciate. In fact the word

"trafficking" is very important. 

Chua, Ji But you have not asked him. 

Kr Chant I am sorry I left it out. Can I ask him? 

Chua, Ji Yes. 

Q I am sure you will give the right answer because it is

more popular. How do you translate this? 

A "huan boey, 1* boey boey.

DPP i Translated correctly. 

Mr Chani This is a very common term. 

Chua, Ji You agree this is correct? 

Court Interpreter! Yes, I agree.

Kr Chani With Your Lordships' permission, I left out 2 

questions. I left out 2 questions, to be fair to 

the accused. I apologise for this. 

Q >"r Lee, you say you are an interpreter attached to the

woodlands checkpoint? 

A Yes. 

Q So as such you have to take instructions from tfr Lawrence

Doray occasionally?

A l»?o, I don ft take instructions from him as I don f t work under 

Lawrence Doray. I am a civilian staff, I work under the 

supervision of the Supt of Customs and Sr Supt of Customs. 

Q Mr Lee, is it not true that Kr Lawrence Doray could give

you instructions since you are attached to the same department? 

He couH give you instructions if he wants to. 

A, He has no right to give me any instructions.
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Verbatir 
Hotos.

LEE SEAT CHUHG ( TRIAL WITHIN A TRIAL ) 

(Cross-examination by "  r. Chan)(cont*d.)

Q. You are not sure?

Chua> J.: Pardon? I cannot hear you.

A. I cannot remember exactly, 

D.P.P.: No re-examination, ray Lords. 

Chua, J.s All right, we will adjourn now.

You can stand down. We will resume torsorro, 

at 10.30. 

D.P.P. : Yes, irty Lord.
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7.7.76 (Court Resumes) Notes.

(THIAL .WITHIN JjffilAL )

A Chua, J.: Yes.

D.P.P. i My Lords, before your Lordships hear the 

accused I wish my learned friend-will 

indicate to the witnesses whether they are 

required. My Lords, two of them live far

3 away in Johore and one of them has to ply

his taxi and they have been left wandering 

for the whole of yesterday and they are 

here today still.

il1r. Chan: Actually I tried to make it as convenient 

C as possible. Besides there is one witness

I may require. The other two I have already 

told theu I require. At the moment one 

witness is waiting outside and I won't make 

a decision until after the trial within a

D trial. Anyway I will let them know today. 

Chua, J. i Well, in any case you make up your mind

after lunch.

Er. Chan: Yes, I will do that, much obliged. 

Chua, J.: You have got no other witnesses except    

E D.P.F. : Yes, that is all for the trial within a trial, 

Chua, J.: You wont to call the accused? 

Mr. Chan: Yes, I will call the accused in connection

with the cautioned statement.

TEO HOOK SENG (ACCUSED) (AFFIRMED IN HOKKIEN) 

p (Exand.nation~in-chief by Kr. Chan). 

Q. Your name is Too Hook Scng? 

A. Yes, >ny Lord.
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TRIAL WIEIIN,A

0330 HOOK SENG (Accused) 

(Cross-oxamination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Chua,J.: His story is that ho wq,s asked to, ho v;as

tdd by P.W.6, "You can say any thing you 

like". That is his story, not that he 

was supposed to say v?hat he said. So you 

are asking him: wore you supposed to say 

B anything.

D.P.P. : ISy Lord, then I shall ask him    

Q. Hor/ did you cone about to give the contents of what 

you said on that day? How did you form that statement 

in your confused mind? 

C A. I was confused, I did not think, I just said whatever

that came to my mind.

Q. No, I am askings in your confused state, how did you 

ever come to form that statement?

Chua,J.: He has I think given the answer: I did 

D not think and I said v/hatever came to my

nind.

D.P.P.: Right, toy Lord, I think that's all in my 

cross-examination. I don't think I need 

to cross-examine any further. 

E Chua, J. : Any othor v/itnosses you want to call?

Mr. Chan: You mean regarding the cautioned statement? 

Chua, J. : Yes.

Hr. Chan: No, my Lord, I tjjink that is the only one. 

(Accused returns to the dock,)
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TRIAL WITHIN A TRIAL

A Chua,J.: V7o find the Accused understood the charge; that 

v/as road to him and v/e find thac the statement that 

ho made ho inado voluntarily. So tho statement is

admitted. 
.

D.P.P.: P.8, my Lord. 

B Mr. Chan: % lord, I was thinking, I v/as undor the

impression that I v/as to bo given the chance to make

a submission in regard to this? 

Chua,J.: No, I don't think it is necessary. w'o have

made up our minds after hearing tho   

C Mr. Chan: But, my Lord, if I may just use   I did

remember, I think I v/as  

Chua,J.: Allright, you can, if you can change our minds. 

Mr. Chan: I was under the impression that wo would carry

on in the usual way and thereafter I can make my 

D submission?

Chua,J.: Allright, we will give you a chance, you can

make a submission on the admissibility. 

Lir. Chan: On th« cautioned statement? 

Chua,J.: Right, I will hear you.

E I.'lr. Chan: Your Lordship has not made a ruling on this? 

Chua,J.: No, No, :.vo liave roadc a ruling but we will allow

you to make a submission and we will soo.v/hothijr you

are able to change our views. We will lieaT you nov/. 

Ilr. Chan: Allriglit, ciy Lord. I must apologise for this.
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TRIAL J/imii; A 

Re : Adniuaibility oi' cautioned atatoiaent

i°£i J-ix Mr.*. .5kaR :
A Lly Lord, I think first of all may I just mention

there are one or tv/o things although quite preliminary but 

I have to point it out. f!he first is, the term "morphine 

hyirochloride" is not the same as "morphine". This I an 

quito sure my learned friend will not challenge because

B if you look at the chemist report it is an entirely

different thing} although they are in relation, although 

these tv/o arc related in a certain way, but they are not 

synonymous.

Secondly, my Lord, the quantity of 75 grains is a

C large differenco-  

ghua, J. : V/G are interested only on the ad-

missibility of the statement. 

Mr. Chan: Yes, Yes, but I think this io

relevant in the sense that I an trying

D to say that it is relating to tho

question of admissibility of the 

cautioned statement. 

Chua,J. : Yes,. Yes.

My Lord, I v/ao saying that the 75 grams is quite, 

E is entirely different fromthis 46.38   I am sayi,.i£ the 

quantity of 75 crams is quite a difference from 46.33 

wliich uov/ the Accused is facing,, the charge ho is 'facing.
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TRIAL wrgHIU A

Re: AdniissiMlity of oautionod otatomont.

Jubjiiis^sipn^Jay^ Mr^ Chan:(ctd.)

A Because, I thivjk, my Lord, wo munt be accurate on this

insofar as it is possible. % Lord, one pound of flesh 

is one pound of flesh, no more or no less. We all knov: 

the story of Shekespeare in "Tho Merchant of Venice" and 

I think thisroay be a technical point but I have to point

B it out.

Secondly, my Lord, it is my submission that Mr. Lee 

is not a proper person in this case to be an interpreter. 

I say this, ray Lord, because he was,and he still is, a 

clerical clerk and interpreter attached to the Woodland s

C Customs checkpoint and on this 9th of January, 1976, on 

the very day in question, he was attached to Woodlands 

as a clerical clonk and interpreter. To that extent, my 

Lord, he can bo regarded as an interested person, interested 

party to the Prosecution case.

D In support of my argument, ny Lord, may I refer very 

briefly, there are two cases in point. First of all, lot 

mo refer very briefly to the IJalayan case of Chcori^ See 

.Loong; versus Public Prosc^cutor. It is reported in 1948 

and 1949 U.L.J. Supplement, page 56. ISy Lord, if I may

E mention very briefly in order not to waste too much time, 

in this case the accused was charged for an offence 

under the 2aergency Regulations because he did not report 

to the Police station at an early opportunity about a man 

called Chan Soli who had in his custody an unlicensed firearm.
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Ro: Admiscibllity of cautioned statement.

Submission by J4r,vJ?Ji§S s ( c t d , )

A Now, my Lord, the point relevant to our case here is 

that the accused made a statement to the police inspector 

though the interpretation of a detective sergeant. 

My Lord, can I just read it very, very briefly, the facts 

of this case, which is Mentioned in Mr. Justice Spenser

3 V/ilkinson's judgment. uy Lord, may I refer to page 56 

or to the bottom of pa{jo 56, tl.ua, t is the judgment given 

by llr. Justice Spenser V/ilkinson, may I read out vory 

briefly :~

"Hie appellant was charged under section 6(1) 
C of the Emergency Regulations, 1948 that ho

knowing that ono, Chan So, had under his 
control an unlicensed fire-arm failed to 
report this to the Police at the earliest 
possible opportunity, and he was convicted 

D for [5 years .Lor this offence. "

Can I carry on with tlio second paragraph:-

"Hie main evidence; against the appellant was 
that oi' Detective Sergeant No.lSO     "

Chua,J.: We don't want all the facts. 

E Mr. Chan: Yes, my Lord. Iday I refer to

column 2 regarding the admiasibility 

of the cautioned statement, page 57   

Chua,J.: To put it shortly, the facts in this

case are that the cautioned statement 

F was taken by the detective sergeant

who was in the police party as intor  

peter.
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 Re: Adniricibility oi' oautionod statement.

: ( c td .

A My Lord, may I just road out very briefly the bottom 

paragraph of page 57; the point hero, page 57, second 

last paragraph;-

"The next quostion which is the first one
raised by the learned trial judge in the

B extract quoted above is whether the state
ment of the appellant ~ (that was the 
accused, my Lor'.:.) - was made to the 
inspector within the moaning of the 
Regulation. "

C L'ly Lord, that wo ar^ not concerned with because the court 

held in that case that the statement was recorded within 

the Regulatioii:-

"The only practical way in which a person can 
nake a statement in a language to another

D that the lattor C.OGS not understand is either
by signs or through interpretation. In the 
ordinary way an independent interpreter is, 
as the learned trial judge pointed out, 
uninterested in the subject matter and uiay

E be taken as onlya conduit pipe <- ( I think
you xise the cu:aduit pipe something like a 
water pipe, through which water passes^ - 
incapable of invention to the detriment of 
the accused. A statement thus .uadc through

F a conduit pipe to a police inspector is
admissible if it is made through an 
independent interpreter. "

But, my Lord, may I just take a little more time 

referring to page 53 which is also relevant, that is the 

G second paragraph: 

"There are numerous decided cases which have 
laid down the principle that judicial 
officers are required to be free from bias 
in the adjudicating of any case before them.

H Those cases have decided that when a judicial
officer is interested in the subject matter 
of any case before him the presumption is 
that he cannot be free from bias. It may be 
in such a case that his adjudication has been

T f-rnn -Pr-or/i alT hi, 'in hut this i« rm-fc -fcVifi ti-nt.
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TRIAL

Admiooibility of cautioned statement

ion^ Jjy, J/tr .  jChari : ( c td . ) 

A ISy Lord, he went on to say this, when there is a likeli 

hood :-

"The tost is whether thorc is likelihood of 
bias arising from his interest in tho 
subject matter. If there is that likeli- 

B hood then his adjudication cannot stand. "

Ify Lord, this principle was hold by this court to 

be applied to interpreters, I raean because if you look 

into the statement concerned in other words the judicial 

officer was interested in the case:-

C "I think that the same principles must be
applied in regard to interpreters in a 
case such as this. "

And lastly, ray Lord, in the second last paragraph-  

Chua f J.: No, No - no need to repeat all that. 

D Mr. Chan: Y«s.

l-iy Lord, the reason why I cite this case is because 

the detective sergeant was directly involved because he was 

in the party that went to tho house to make the search and 

subsequently this detective sergeant was called as a 

prosecution v/itiicss. So he v/as directly involved, so he 

should not bo an interpreter in this. I think my learned 

friend may object to this. However, I may pointy^o your 

Lordship, lir. Lee lias been with the Customs office for 6 

years, for 6 years, ia the Woodlands Customs checkpoint.
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t Rc: Adniccibility of oautionod statement,

Submission by Mr. Chan : ( c td . ) 

A My Lord, 6 years is not a short p-riod, shall I say it is

a very long period, and he was there as a clerical clerk

as well as an interpreter.

Now, ciy Lord, yesterday in the course of examination

he told the Court that he spent more tine in clerical jobs 

B rather than interpretation. So, ray Lord, may I ask this

question: is ±1 reasonable to infer, to imply from these

circumstances a man who is attached to the Customs

Department for 6 years he is more likely to be interested

to see that the Customs Department v/ill succeed in pro- 

C scouting the Accused, is it reasonable to infer from this?

My Lord, I say it is quite reasonable to infer, unless

there is other evidence to rebut it,

My Lord, I will not spend too much time on this point,

although I may ...umtioii very breifly there is another case 

D which is also similar to this. My Lora, may I also

mention another case which is oven more direct-  

Chua,J.: I don't think we want any other case. 

Mr. Chan: My Lord, if I can just give youthc
f~i <"  \T^~*

citation. My Lord, this case y^hat* an 

E interested   

Chua, J. : Yos, this is the scone as this case. 

Mr. Chan: But this is later confirmed by the 

case* C^oj.aj^^in^J-^Lnjva. Public 

Prosecutor aloo reported in the IJ.L.J.
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TRIAL JITHIN A TRIAL 

P.^4 Adraioaibility of cautioned otatomont.
t=s-ss%a3BaasaBss£3BK8-3tsaacsBaBaassacac8SSBa>caaBBMHBM

Subnission .by ,Ifet_ Chan:( ctd.)

A Chua,J.: I see your point, Mr. Chan. The

principle laid down in this case is 

that a person interested should not be 

an intcrproter, and you said Mr. Lee 

is interested because he has been

B working intlie Customs for so many years

and likely that he would sec to it that 

the prosecution succeeded. We have 

your point, Mr. Chan.

My Lord, if I may re-emphasise, the test laid down in 

C this case is not whether in fact ho maybe very, very biased 

Mr. Lee may bo very, very biased - but the tost to be 

applied is that there is a likelihood, whether there is a 

likelihood of bias arising from liis interest in the subject 

matter. I hope your Lordahip can kindly consider whether 

D there was such likelihood or not,

% Lord, it is also my contention that in this so- 

called trial-within-a-trial yesterday your Lordship will 

remember that t}ie evidence of P.W. 5, I think in certain 

aspects, may be exaggerating. Let me elaborate oh this 

E 'bay be exaggerating51 . For instance, my Lord, he told me 

he was sure, he was sure, that P.W.6, that is Mr. Lee, 

did not offer any promise or make any inducement.
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TRIAL K 

Re: Admirj.'jibility of cautioned otatomont*,

A ISy Lord, I asked him, "How did you know, since you do 

not understand Holdcien?" He said he did not understand a 

bit of Holdcien; actually he told me that he could read 

the expression, he could read the expression of Mr. Lee. 

But, however, my Lord, he did agree with me, he did agree

B with O.Q, it was possible that ho read the expression 

wrongly - ho did agroe with 1.10, ray Lord.

Secondly, ay Lord, you will recall that I purposely 

brought up the question of Schedule E. Although a Customs 

officer may not have to comply v/ith Schedule E, but I

C purposelybriAS that out merely because in his statement, 

in Mr. Lawrence Doray's statement, he mentioned that when 

he took the cautioned statement lie has complied with 

with Schedule E. I purposely "brought out this statement 

to see whether lie was exaggerating or not. So, my Lord,

D when I asked him, fli take it you are quite familiar with 

Schedule E?" and he gave me an affirmative answer. But 

subsequently, my Lord, when I questioned him about the 

contents of Schedule E he could could not tell me; he 

said :fwithout complying with Schedule E". ISy Lord, I

E brought out this point to show that there may be 

exaggeration of his part of the story.
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TRIAL V7IOHIH A TRIAL 

Re: Admin rjibility of cautioned statement.

Submission b^,JJr ,^ghaji : ( c t d. ) 

A Now, my .Lord, a<?ain I give you one cior.j example why

he was exaggerating. When I asked him whether "you agree
. . . _ . , , , . ., . . different from
the tern of hydrochlorldc morphine is/morphine7* - ray

Lord, a man has bean in the Customs Department for 19 

years and for the last 6£- years ho was attached to this

B Woodlands checkpoint, Customs checkpoint and, my Lord, 

ho also informed tho Court for 15 years he was with the 

preventive branch - no;/ do you think he cannot answer my 

question whether those two torms aro different? He can, 

but he choose to remain silent, "because he did not know,

c this is a chemical, this is a technical term. Idon ft 

know whether they moan the same thing".

l.Jy Lord, bearing in mind he was the one who sent 

the products to the chemist for analysis, he was the 

one who collected back tho chemist report from the

D chemist, and with such loix; years of experience, and he 

cannot distinguish one from tho other. I think he can, 

my Lord, but he choose to say that is a technical term, 

he did not know the answer.

15y Lord, the reason why I am referring to that is 

B that there may be exaggeration or otherwise of his part 

of the fjtory.

(contd.)

(Seah @ 11.50am., 
7.7.76.)
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TRAIL j/IIHIN A TRIAL 

jgTAb.giissjLon^ by^ Mr«0han (contd.)

A Mr.Chan: My Lord, I would like to say a few words about ?."f .6 - 

he is the interpreter.

Chua J.: Yes.

Mr.Chan: My Lord, I would say that I have some doubts about his 

interpretation in relating to this particular case. Hy

B Lord, I won't spend time on his qualifications, but

your Lordship will remember that he said that when he 

sat for the examination in 1962, he sat for two 

dialects, one is from what he told the Court is 

Mandarin and the other is in Chinese translation.

C Chua J.: What you mean is, he is not

a competent interpreter? 

Mr.Chan: Yes, my Lord, I say that there are some doubts as to

his capacity, for example, he can describe the Chinese 

translation and Mandarin as two dialects. This may

D be fundamentally wrong,, this could be excusable for a

layman, but for an interpreter I cannot accept it, 

and secondly, when I asked him as to the term for 

translation from English to Hokkien, your Lordship 

will remember the term of morphine hydrochloride was

E wrongly interpreted by him and my learned friend may

say this is a technical term and may be excused perhaps 

but this is not so, because if you are an interpreter 

for six years and especially when you are attached to 

the Woodlands Customs checkpoint and you are doing the

P job of interpreting a very serious charge against the

accused, my Lord, is it not correct to say that you
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j&RIAL_ ̂ IIHIN A TRIAL 

n (contd.)

A Mr.Chan: must "be very sure of the terms you are going to 
(contd.)

interpret in HokLrien ao as to make the accused

understand?

Now, my Lord, we must not forget that P.W.6 did 

tell the Court and I think it is very important, my

B Lord, because he said first P.W.5 read out the charge

in one sentence. I mean at first he said in one 

sentence "but later on he said in two or three parts, 

and, my Lord, if I remember correctly he saidafter 

P.W.5 read out to him in two or three parts, he tried

C to memorise it in his own memory, but later still

he took a copy of the charge to look at the charge 

himself before he explained it in Hokkien to the 

accused, but, ny Lord, he did not admit that when he 

read out to the accused, when he explained to the

D accused in Hokkien he did not look at the charge but

from what he could remember and also, my Lord, he 

did not explain word for word. He told me that he 

explained the meaning of the charge in Hokkien to the 

accused. My Lord will recall that he agreedwith me.

E Since he did not explain word for word> certair words

of the charge uust have been left out when he 

explained it to the accused in Hokkien and, my Lord, 

I wish to sa.y that the accused should be entitled to 

a 100 per cent interpretation from the first v:ord to

P the last word of the charge to be read out to him

in the dialect he chose. This is a very fundamental
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IITHIILA_TRI.AL 

jS^ubjni SjSipjL]?£ J^,..Qhan (c ont d.)

A Mr.Chan: right s my Lord, and I think the accused is 
(contd.)

entitled to such a right.

Chua J.: Yes. 

Mr.Chan: My Lord, can I also mention that the whole process

took about 25 minutes, that is based on the evidence

B of P.v7.5, my Lord? P,T7.5 did inform the Court that

he read, the first time he read the charge to the 

accused that was 5.35 p.m. - 5.35 p.m. on 9th 

January 1976 - and he also informed the Court that 

when he completed the whole process that was about

C 6 p.m., my Lord, so altogether was about 25 minutes,

and, my Lord, I must point out that in these 25 

minutes, he spent only 5 minutes to explain the 

charge to the accused. Why I say this, my Lord s is 

because he started to record the cautioned statement

D at 5.40 - yes, my Lord, he started to record the

statement at 5.40 - and so in the 5 minutes, my Lord, 

we can imagine how many things happening in these 

5 minutes and according to P.W.6, he had to ask 

P.W.5 to read out in two or three parts and he

E memorised them and explained to the accused from

his memory and, my Lord, all this happened in 5 

minutes, but it cannot be done properly, it can be 

done in a rush perhaps. My Lord, I would say to 

have done all these things in 5 minutes is a

F miracle - nothing short of a miracle.

Chua J.: Yes.
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B

E

TRIAL WITHIN A TRIAL 

Submission by Mr.Chan (contd.)

Mr.Chan: My Lord, and again after the charge was read out to 

the accused, another 20 minutes were spent for the 

rest - all the things to be done - I cannot help 

repeating all the things that were done in this way, 

translation and all that - all this had been done 

in 20 minutes - this again I think, if it could be 

done properly arid correctly is another miracle 

perhaps unless this is done in a very rush manner. 

Chua J.: Yes.

Mr.Chan: So allin all I think I have made - I humbly urge

your Lordship to take into consideration all these 

points, especially, my Lord, the interpreter 

involved in this case - he may be regarded as an 

interested party. I won't say he may not be free 

from bias, but there is a likelihood, my Lord. I 

hope your Lordship will see that there is a 

likelihood that he might, and secondly, the 

accused did not have the opportunity to get the 

interpretation of the charge in Hokkien to him word 

for word, although may be just the meaning of the 

charge - not word for word. I would say the 

cautioned statement if you look at it as a whole, 

there are many doubts - whether the whole process of 

recording the cautioned statement had been properly 

carried out or not - and in this case, my Lord, I 

have to emphasise over and over again the thing 

was done in a rush because the accused in this case -
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TRIAL WITHIN A TRIAL 

Submission by Mr.Chan (contd.)

A Mr.Chan: he is facing a capital offence. My lord, if this 
(contd.)

charge is a simple one as in minor offences cases,

I am not sure 5 minutes is more than sufficient to 

explain the charge to the accused, but in this 

case the charge is a very serious one.

B Chua J.: Yes.

Mr.Chan: Usually we give more time to make it more sure for 

him to understand rather than to rush everything in 

25 minutes. Lastly, may I point out about the 

interpretation of the charge and the statement and

C we must bear in mind when lor. Lee was cross- 

examined by me - I presumed that he was a better 

interpreter on the 6th of July 1976 than what he 

was on the 9th January 1976. I think it is a 

reasonable inference - he might know something ncv.r

D that he did not know on 9th January in relation to

the interpretation of the charge and the statement 

to the accused. He is now a better interpreter than 

he was, but even then as such I asked for the 

translation of English to Hokkien. I am not sure

E he did question him from Hokkien to English and

there would have been another mistake and so I hope 

your Lordship will kindly consider the likelihood ox 

an interested interpreter involved in this case and 

the various mistakes, shall I say, not word by word

F translating to the accused in relation to the

charge and the manner in which the cautioned
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Submission jby_ J,ir . Chan ( oontd . )

A Mr.Chan: statement was conducted in such, a rush and I must 
(contd.)

say that there are doubts about whether the . . .

Chua J. : Yes. 

Mr.Chan: Whether "the statement had been properly recorded and

I ask your Lordship not to admit this statment. 

B Chua J.t T7e have not changed our views -

the statement is admitted. 

D.P.P.: P8, my Lord, the cautioned 

statement - and the charge 

is P7. 

xh.P? ChuaJ.: Yes.-   . «.-    »    * .

D'.T.P,: My Lord, may I have the

investigating officer in the 

stand to read the statement?

Chua J. : Yes.

D.P.P.: Lawrence Doray.

Chua J.i P.tf.?

D.i-'.P.: P.W.5, my Lord. P8, please ~ 

my Lord, I believe he read out 

P7 already.

Chua J. : Yes.

(Trial within a trial ends) .
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LAWRENCE DC-RAY (o.h.f.o.) 

(Examination-in-chief by D.P.I.) (contd.)

A Chua J.: You are on your former oath.

Will you readit? 

Q. Will you read out Exhibit P8 please, starting from the

cautioned statement?

A. "Do you wish to say anything in answer to the charge? 

3 You are not obliged to say anything unless you wish to do 

so, but whatever you say will be taken down in writing 

and may be given in evidence. Yes I wish to make a 

statement, I admit that I have committed an offence for 

trafficking in about 75 grams of morphine. I wish to 

C plead for leniency because this is my first offence, 

and also I have to support my younger brothers and 

sisters. That is all I have to say. :i -"Read over to me 

in Hokkien and understood."

D.P.P.: All right, that is all.

D Chua J.: Yes, Mr.Chan, do you \vant to cross- 

examine him further? 

Mr.Chan: I understand the statement is

already^ admitted?

Chua J.: Yes, I know - do you wish to 

E cross-examine him?

Mr.Chan: In relation to the cautioned

statement? 

Chua J.: Yes.

Mr.Chan: No, I don't think so.

F Chua J.: Yes, all right, stand down - so

we have only the chemist.
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A D.P.P.: Yes, my Lord, we have only the

chemist right now. My Lord, I am 

wondering .... 

Chua J.: Mr.Chan, are you ready to cross-

exaiiine the chemist or not?

B Mr.Chan: My Lord, my chemist told me that

he would be able to come tomorrow 

afternoon, but even that - I asked 

him if he was absolutely sure but 

he said he hoped to confirm by

C tomorrow. You will appreciate my

position in the cross-examination 

of the chemist unless I have some 

material in hand.

Chua J.: But Mr.Chan, you are talcing the 

D evidence of the chemist.

D.P.P.: Perhaps we can continue with his

evidence in-chief, but not the cross- 

examination?

Chua J.: We will hear the evidence of the 

E chemist in chief and then I will

adjourn the case till tomorrow and in 

the meantime you can go and consult 

your chemist and formulate questions 

you want to ask? 

F Mr.Chan: Yes, in all probability we can

perhaps carry on.

Chua J.: Your chemist must have read the 

statement by now and after all 

he is going to give evidence later on.
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A Mr.Chan: Yes.

Chua J.: I suggest that we hear the chemist

report now and you will have to cross- 

examine tomorrow and in the meantime 

you can go and see your chemist and

B he can assist you as to the Questions

you can put.

Mr.Chan: I think in fairness to the prosecution 

I don't think lean cross-examine 

tomorrow.

C Chua J.: Why not - I am sure you can see

your chemist?

Mr.Chan: My chemist told me that he was still 

under sick leave and recently he had 

undergone an operation and he was

D going to see Professor Yeoh for a

checkup today and his appointment will 

be this afternoon, but he told me that 

he will most probably come tomorrow 

afternoon and in that case I can carry

13 on my cross-examination on Friday

afternoon.

Chua J.: You can consult him this afternoon 

and then you will be able to start 

the cross-examination tomorrow

2 morning.

r.Chan: My Lord, in fact I can start now if 

he can finalise his analysis, but he 

told me that he can finalise it by
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A Mr.Ch.an: tomorrow and so once he finalises
(contd.)

it, I can^prepare my case.

Chua J.: But you can make some rough notes 

and the questions to put in cross- 

examination? 

B Mr.Chan: I have to consult him.

Chua J.: No, we will see what we can do - 

we will hear the Government 

Chemist now.

Mr.Chan: Yes, but can we reserve the cross- 

C examination till ...

Chua J.: No, we will reserve it till tomorrow, 

that is the best we can do for you. 

I think you were assigned to this 

case - I don't know when, but it was 

D only the last minute that you asked....

D.P.P.: He was briefed in the beginning.

Chua J.: Right from the beginning?

Mr.Chan: No, my lord, at one stage, that is

correct. 

.E Chua J.: You were not briefed by the accused?

Mr.Chan: Yes, but because of this chemist ...

Chua J.: But it is usual to challenge?

Mr.Chan: On 25th of June I was sure that I

was assigned by the High Court - 

F 25th of June and immediately I

approached my learned friend the 

next day. I did try my best but 

in nay case the analysis ...
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A D.P.P.: In this case the chemist took up

the sample with the defence chemist 

and he was able to do a further test 

in a short time. I don't know why 

they are taking so long.

B Chua J.: ^ell that is the best, Mr.Chan

may start his cross-examination 

tomorrow morning. 

Mr.Chan: My Lord, I will try but I am

afraid .... 

C Chua J.: No, Mr.Chan, that is my ruling

on this matter. 

Mr.Chan: My Lord, can we adjourn it till

tomorrow afternoon? I can continue 

to cross-examine tomorrow afternoon 

D because he told me that he will be

able to ....

Chua J.: No, Mr.Chan, that is what I said - 

you will continue your cross- 

examination tomorrow rooming. 

E Yes, Mr.Loh?

D.P.P.: My Lord, the Chemist Lim Han Yong.

Chua J.: P.W.?

D.P.P.: My Lord, 7 in this Court, he is at

page 7 of the deposition also. 

P Chua J.: Yes.
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LIM EM YONG

(Examination-in-chief by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Chua J. • Yes.

A. This involves colour test and salt

test. 

Q. Yes.

A. Do you want me to go into the 

B details of the test? 

D.P.P.: I don't think so. 

Chua J.: Well, if Mr.Chan wants to know > he

can ask him.

Q. Yes, my Lord - now what else, what did you do then? 

C A. No.2 - a confirmation of identification. 

Chua J.: Confirmation of ... 

A. Of identification. 

Q. Yes.

A. This involves paper chromatography. 

D Q. And this involves ...

A. Paper chromatography. 

Q. Yes. 

Mr.Chan: !5y Lord, may I interrupt - since

this is given in examination-in-chief, 

E can we have some sort of a brief

outline of how he carried out this 

test - this is for the sake of 

justice?

Chua J.r "7hat isit - you want something 

P written by him, is it?

f.r.Chan: The way he carried out the test.
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LIM HAN YONG

(Examination-in-chief by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A P.P.P.: My Lord, my learned friend cannot -

he is not aware of the provisions 

of the Misuse of Drugs Act - the 

chemist report is prima facie of 

the contents therein. 

B Chua J.: I am sure that does not exclude

cross-examination.

D.P.P.s Yes, I don't have to cross-examine 

him in great detail what he had 

done, whether he had come out with 

C a scientific formula.

Chua J.: No, in cross-examination you can

ask him. 

Mr.Chan: I am thinking of the convenience of

the Court and the accused. If Mr.Lim 

D thinks it is proper, why not ask him

to give us. 

Chua J.: No, it depends -you copy down the

evidence and you consult your chemist 

and he will be able to advise you and

E if you want further details of this,

he will tell you. You ask him and 

if it is not necessary, it seems a 

waste of time going through the 

process.

F Mr.Chan: I was thinking that I will be

asking the Court ...
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LIM HAN YONG

(Examination-in-chief by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Chua J.: Mr.Chan, you just copy down and then

go and consult your chemist - this 

is what he said and your chemist can 

tell you what details he needs and 

what is to be deduced in detail,

B otherwise it seems to be a waste of

time. Yes, you can tell us briefly 

what it means - this paper 

chromatography?

A. Paper chromatography and thin 

C layer chromatography.

Q. Before you go on, the first test was identification? 

A. Confirmation ...

Q. Confirmation of identification test or what? 

A. Confirmation of identification.

D Chua J.: And this involves paper chromatography -

I am asking - can you tell us 

roughly what it is?

D.P.P.: Yes, what is paper chromatography? 

A. That is ......

(contd.)

Miss leong 
@ 12.25 .m 
7.7.76.
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LIM HAN YONG

(EXAMINATION-II i-CHIEP SY DPP) (ctd)

A Q With regard to P14, lab report No 860/76. that is exhibit 

A2» the brownish substance, in Jan you found the powder to 

have a morphine content of 63.3% weight by weight. HOW*

your last analysis* what did you find?

A I found it to contain* to have a morphine content of 63,6% 

B weight by weight.

Q There has been an increase in this case, ?-;r Lim? 

A Yes, there is a slight variation here,

DPP i Right, *-v Lords, I believe that is about all,

Ky Lords.

C Chua, Jt We will adjourn then to tomorrow morning at

10.30.

(CCURT ADJOURNS AT 12,55PM OK 7.7.76 TO 10.3QAH 

OM 8.7.76)



Philip @ 10.30 a.m. (Court Resumes ) Verbatim 
8.7.76, Notes.

LH.' HAH Y01TG

(Examination-in~chiof Toy D.F.P. )(cont 'd. )

A D.P.P. : Ety Lords, I must apologises for this short
t

delay, the Chemist was a bit late in coming 

to this Court. 

Chua, J, : Yes.

D.P.P. : Lira Han Yong, P.W. 7, my Lords. My Lords, 

B before my learned friend proceeds to cross-

examine P.W. 7, Mr. Lira Han Yong may I just 

clarify one small point, my Lord. % Lords, 

it is apparently the point on morphine base. 

The answer is "pure anhydrous morphine". 

C Ify Lord, it should be really one word

"anhydrous" and morphine base, my Lords. 

Yesterday the Chemist said "pure anhydrous 

morphine", we thought it is "and" then the 

word "hydrous". It should be "anhydrous", 

D one word only. Anhydrous is dry as opposed

to hydrous - hydrous is wot. 

Q. Is that correct, Mr. Lirn? 

A. That is correct, ray Lord.

Ciiua, J. ; But yesterday he did say "and"-.

E D.P.P.: Perhaps it is my mistake in spelling it out

to your Lordships as two words. It should 

be one sirtgle word. He did say "anhydrous 15 

and I took it upon myself to spell it out. 

Chua, J. : So morphine base is     ? 

P D.P.P.: Pure anhydrous morphine.
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TBO HOOK SBi<3 (Accused)

(EXAfcllJATIOl'T-IN-CHIEF *Y K? THOMAS CHAW) (ctd)

A Chua. Ji He said it?

A Yes, he said it. If duty is paid, then I will have to

pay the duty first, then recover the duty from him. 

Q Did he tell you how much duty?

A If it was to be found and duty was to be paid, it would be 

B quite heavy.

Q What happened after this? 

A So I believed him and I carried it for him. 

Q When did you board the taxi from Johor, can you remember? 

A It is one or slightly past 1 pm. 

C Q And what happened? Anything happened on the way from

Johor to Woodlands checkpoint? 

A At the Customs checkpoint, there was a check.

Chua, Jt So the taxi reached the Singapore Customs

checkpoint?

D A That is so, the Singapore Customs checkpoint. 

Chua, Jt I think this would be an appropriate time 

to adjourn. We will resume at 10.30 tomorrow, 

Mr Chant Hy Lord, may I make an application for the

Chemist, although the book is handed in as an 

E exhibit and we can't get it back now, the Chemist

vould like to have it back. 

Chua, Jt We have the photostat copy. 

fir Chant He promises to bring it back again. 

DPP t My Lord, will he be ready tomorrow morning?
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Mr Chani Yea* he will be coming tomorrow morning. 

Chua, J* you have not made any application. 

OPP i I don't know whether he is going to call him tomorrow, 

at the rate we are going.

(COURT ADJOURHS AT 4.18PM ON 8.7.76 TO 10.30AK 

ON 9.7.76)
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Philip @ 10.30 a.m. (Court Resumes) VorbMtim 
9.7.76 Notes.

TEO HOOK SENG (ACCUSED)

(Examination-in-chief by Mr. Chan)(cont l d.)

A Chua, J.: He is on his former oath.

Interpreter: Yes, on his former affirmation.

Chua, J. : Yes, Ilr. Chan. 

Q. Mr. Tec, let's go back to the tirr.c before your arrival at the

taxi stand   

B Chua, J.: Which taxi stand you are talking of? Muar

taxi stand? 

Mr. Chan: I refer to the stage before he arrived at the

Woodlands Checkpoint.

Q. Now, f-sr. Too you told the Court yesterday, you said one Loh 

C Seng gave you the medicine? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Was your relation with Loh Seng« -you two were colleagues

working together? 

A. Yes, colleagues. 

D Q. Was there any other relationship between you and the so-called

Loh Seng?

A. v'ell, I came to know him through work. 

Q. Any other relationship? 

A. No other relationship,

E Q. How long you have been knowing this Loh Seng? 

A. About 3 years. 

Q. Was this the first time the Loh Seng asked you to bring anything

for him during the 3 years' acquaintance? 

A. Yos.
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WALTER RBTTOUL (SWORN IN ENGLISH)
( tbcamination-in-chief by Mr. Chan).

A Chua, J. • Yes. Can I have your full name? 

Q. Your name is Walter Kintoul?

Mr. Chan; My Lord, V7«A~L-OM3-R R-I-IMV-O-U-L (spelt). 

Q. Your address is No. 32, Few Race Course, Singapore, is that

correct? 

B A. That is correct, my Lord.

Q. You are a Chemist by profession?

A. That is correct, my i&ord.

Q. Now, Dr. Rintoul on the 1st of July-  

Chua, J.: What is your qualification?

C Mr. Chans !%  Lord, actually I am coming to this. 

Chua, J. i Yes. 

Mr. Chan; Because in order to save Court's time I have

that stated in the report.

Q. Now, on the 1st of July 1976 you went to the Chemistry 

I) Department?

A. Now called the Department of Scientific Services, my Lord.

Fir. Chan' He went there.

Q. Do you remember when did you go there on this particular day? 

A. I went, ay Lord, with I/Ir. Doray approximately between 10.30 

E and 11 o'clock.

Chua, J.: On the 1st of July?

Mr. Chan: 1st of July with F.W. 5.
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WALT3R HIITTOUL

(Examination-in-ehief by Mr. Chan)(cont *d.)

A (Witness reads):
"I Walter Rintoul, with the above qualifications and 
previously a Government Gazetted Officer in the 
Department of Chemistry 1949-1953, formerly Chairman 
of the Royal Institute of Chemistry Singapore Section,

B Past President of the Singapore National Academy of 
Science, Founder Tresident of the Singapore National 
Institute of Chemistry and presently and in previous 
years an external examiner for the Royal Society of 
Health, London, do hereby certify that on 1st July

C at about 11.00 a.m. I received from Mr. Lim Han Yong, 
an officer of the Department of Scientific Services 
2 samples, Al and A2 contained in well-closed 
containers and protected from light (brown bottles);

On return to my laboratory I examined these 2 exhibits 
D qualitatively by TLC and Gas Chromotography. The 

results of these analyses showed the presence of 
morphine and codeine.

On 2nd July my assistant Analyst and his Laboratory 
Assistant were in Penang to undertake their duties in 

E analysing horse urines for dope.

On Sunday the 4th July 10.30 a.m. Mr. Thomas Chan 
visited my house for consultation.

On Monday afternoon 5th July my assistant Analyst and 
my Laboratory Assistant returned from Penang and the 

P Gas Chromotograph turned on ready for use the following 
day.

On Tuesday 6th July the Gas Chromotograph was used to 
do quantitative work, but to our dismay it was noticed 
that the packed columns were blocked and therefore had 

G to be repacked and purged. This was done on the same 
afternoon.

On vVednesday 7th July TLC was repeated and the results 
showed and photographs of the Thin Layer Chromotographs 
were taken which I have to present here in Court, my 

H Lord. These results would apparently show codeine to 
be present in large quantity. The word "apparent" is 
used as codeine may be more sensitive to the spray 
reagent than morphine." (ctd.)
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-lALIES RINTOUL

(Examination-in-chief by Mr. Chan)(cont*d.)

(Witness reads)(ctd,):

"The Gas Chromotograph was also tried but the columns 
were not purged sufficiently for quantitative analysis. 
Morning and afternoon of each day till yesterday 
evening 8th July the columns are not sufficiently purged, 
in spite of the fact that the instrument is allowed to 
run day and night. However, yesterday evening the 
columns showed slight improvement and quantitative 
results may be possible by early next week,

The initial Gas Chromotograph results would apparently 
show morphine to be present in greater quantity than 
codeine. The word "apparent" is used as time did not 
permit us to run codeine and morphine standards for 
comparison.

Finally only quantitation can arrive at the true result 
and this will be done as soon as the columns are 
completely purged.

The writer wishes to thank the Department of Scientific 
Services and the Customs for their courtesy and 
co-operation"

(cont»d.)

.Tohn @ 3.00 p.m.
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V/ALTEH RIIITOUL

(Examination-in-chief by Hr. Chan) (contd.) 

A Chua,J.: Would have expected less codeine?

A.   to be present - as opium itself contains, 

say lCf£ of morphine and a maximum of 2.5$ 

codeine.

Q. Yea, do you still want to expand on this point?'   

B You moan you expected leas codeine but it turns out

something beyond your expectation? 

A. This preliminary T.L.C. experiment surprised me at the

amount of the codeine present.

Q. But, Dr. Rintoul, you said this tost is just more or 

c less a qualitative test, qualitative report, but so 

far have you, so far have you come to any conclusion 

as to quantitative analysis? 

A. Ho, my Lord.

Q. Could you explainto the Court why you still have not? 

D Chua,J.: Any quantitative  ?

Itr. Chan:  » analysis, my Lord - because ho says

now he did the qualitative. 

A. In the original quantitative G.C., gas chromotocraph,

apparently morphine was more predominant than codeine. 

E Chua,J.: What, preliminary test you call it, proli-

ninary test?

A. Tiie £-as chroinotocjraph test: morphine would 

apparently be more predominant than codeine.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Exajiiination-in-chief "by Ilr, Chan) (contd. ) 

A Q. In that caso, can you tender to tho Court?

Ilr. Chan: I.Iy Lord, this was the chart automatically

produced.

Ghua,J.J Yes, D.4.

Q. How can you look at this chart and cive us an——? 

B A. This time, my Lord, the column appeared to "be blocking 

with impurities,

Chua 9 J. i The c olumn—— ?

A. The column throuch which we passed—— 

Q. Blocking the impurities? 

C A. ——"by impurities, and we were unable to

continue further for direct comparison of 

standard morphine and standard codeine. 

On July the 6th, my Lord, that was Tuesday s 

?/hen my staff returned, ;ve repeated the 

3 experiment, looked at the columns-— 

Q. !»Vhat did you say?

A. ——looked at the columns and decided to replace them, 

to replace the material within. Since that day we 

have boon purging these columns to rid them of any 

^ impurities so that we may reach the sta^e when we can 

determine with accuracy and precision the exact amount 

of morphine and codeine.



note!

V/ALTER RIIITOUL

(Examination--in~chief by Ilr. Chan) (contd. ) 

A Cliua,J.: And when will you be able to arrive at

that stage?

A, l;3y Lord, I hope, some time next week. 

It lias been purging for—— since Tuesday 

night. At 2 o'clock this afternoon it was 

B still not in precision,

I.Ir. Chan: Dy Lord, is it necessary for me to refer

to the chart?

Chua,J.s I don't know? You are examining him. 

Q. Dr. Rintoul, can you look at the chart—•- Do you have 

C a copy of it? Can you kindly tell the Court what does

this shov/, the chart? 

A. ,7ell, I have written on the chart. 

Q. YOB,but nut very clear?

A, I have written on the chart where codeine is shown by—• 

^ Chun, J. : No, Ho—— I have written on the chart——?

A, ——where coo&Liie is written, showing the 

peak and where morphine is shown by the 

peak.

Q. '//here codeine what?

2 A. Where codeine is shown by the peak.

Q. By the——?

A. ——peak. This is all done by electronics, 

my Lord - and where the morphine is shown 

by the peak.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Examination-in-chief by Mr.Chan) (contd.)

A Chua J.: Yes.

A. With the impurities being unknown 

to us, codeine which is methyl 

morphine ... 

Q. Yes. 

B A. May lose the methyl group thereby

becoming morphine. 

Q. Yes. 

Q. Now Dr. Rintoul, you mentioned to the Court and also in

the report - this is just a preliminary report. When is 

G it possible for you to finalise your analysis on the

basis of this particular preliminary report? 

A. My Lord, the quicker I can do this, the happier I will 

be and I am hoping within one week.

Chua J.: "When you will arrive at the result

D of your quantitative test, I take it?

A. I am hoping within one week. 

Q. That is the quantitative test? 

A. I have to prime my gas chromatograph 

for pressing. I am present in Court 

E today to give the truth and nothing

but the truth.

Chua J.: That is all, Mr.Chan? 

Q. I think - just one more question, Dr.Rintoul, you do not

know the accused yourself, is that correct? 

i" Chua J.: Is that necessary?

Mr.Chan: Oh, I am sorry.
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WALTER RINTOUI

(Examination-in-chief by Mr.Chan) (contd.)

A Chua J.: It is ten to four now, I don't know

whether you want to adjourn and 

consult your chemist? 

D.P.P.: I will cross-examine but I won't

know what course of action my 

B learned friend would take in the

circumstances.

Chua J.: No, you can make your application. 

D.P.P.: Well, I will leave it to the Court

in view of the late hour and I 

C will take some time.

Chua J. : It will be better for you to go 

through this evidence with your 

chemist. I don't know how you ar^ 

going to cross-examine this witness

D without advice from your expect.

You will be groping around - I 

think it is four o'clock. 

D.P.P.: Yes, my Lord. 

Chua J.: All right, we will adjourn to 

E Monday then at 10.30.

Mr.Chan: My Lord, in that case in view of 

the fact that, I think to be fair 

to the prosecution, my learned 

friend will have to take some time

F to study what Dr. Rintoul told the

Court today - I am sure, when will)



Note

Y/ALTER RINTOUL 

(Examination-in-chief by Mr.Chan) (contd.)

L Ghua J. ; He has plenty of time.

Mr.Chan: In that case I will leave it to

your Lordship. 

Chua J.° Monday then.

Mr.Chan: On Monday -- I am surprised, ny 

B Lord.

Chua J.: Yes, all right, we will resume 

on Monday.

(Court adjourns at 3.35 P.ia.t 5*7/76_ to 
10.30 a.m.,' 12.7.76).

Hiss Leong 
Q 1C.30 a.m. 
1P-.7-.76.
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(COURT FESUMES AT 10.35AM 01 12.7.76)

WALTER RIFTOIJL (OW FORMER OATH) 

(CROSS-EXAMINATION 3Y DPP)

A DPP i May it please you, My Lords, may I proceed to cross

examine uf Pintoul.

Chua, Ji Yes.

Mr Chant My Lord, may a chair be provided for Dr Rintoul.

Chua, Jt You are on your former oath. 

? Mr Chant He has not entirely recbvered.

Q Now, besides being a chemist, you are the owner of the

Singapore Testing Laboratory situated at 875 Bukit Timah Rd? 

A That is correct , My Lord ,

Q Now, Dr, how many qualified chemists have you in this 

C laboratory?

A In this particular laboratory, no qualified chemists. 

DPP t D2, My Lords. 

Chua, Ji Yes, how many?

A In this particular laboratory, I have no qualified 

D chemist.

Q You mean you have other laboratories? Dr? 

A My Lord, I am the official analyst of the Malayan Racing 

Association which has its own laboratory. 

Chua, Jt Singapore "acinc Association? 

E A Malayan Racing Association, but the laboratory is

in Singapore. 

Q It is owned by the halayan Racing Association, that laboratory?

Is that not so, Dr? 

A That is correct, My Lord.
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WALTE9 RINTOliL

(CPOSS-EXAHIIIATICA' 3Y DPP) (ctd)

A Q When yon did this analyas in this case, you did it in your

own laboratory, is that so, Dr? 

A Fo, Ky Lord. 

Q Where did you do it then? 

A Malayan Pacing Association laboratory. 

*?• Q You did it in the Malayan Racino Asscn laboratory?

Now, the main preoccupation of that laboratory that you 

mentioned, the one owned by I alayn Racing Asscn, the main 

preoccupation of that laboratory is examination of horses' 

urine? 

C A For the detection of drugs, Ky Lord.

Chua, Ji For the detection of drugs? 

A For the detection of drugs or medication. 

Q Dr, is it not true that neither your own laboratory nor

the one owned by the l-alayan Pacing Asscn handles or examines 

D narcotics as a routine? 

A Very seldom, My lord. 

Q How, Dr, how many examinations of narcotics have you done

recently?

A Quantitatively nil, Fy Lord. 

E Q what do you mean by that, Dr?

A tfy Lord, we are more particularly interested in the presence

of a drug rather than the amount. 

Q And that is nil then. KQW many years it stretches back to,

quantitative tests you have not done any? How many years 

F does this stretch back to?
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WAL1E3 Pli^OLL

(CROSS-EXAMI) ATIOH ^Y DPP) (ctd;

A A Would learned Counsel say in what respect?

Q Quantative examination of narcotics. You said that recently 

you have done no examination quantitatively of narcotis. 

I am asking you when was the last time that you have done 

such an examination, quantitative examination.

P A In another narcotics case, still to be held before the 

High Court, My Lord, in which some accused person — 

Chua, Jj But when was it, what year? 

A This year, My Lord.

Q In another case yet to come up for hearing in the High Court? 

C A In another case yet to come up for hearing in the high Court. 

Q Apart from this, when was the last time that you did a

quantitative examination of narcotics? 

A Some time between the years 1953 and 1956.

Q Dr, I am not belittaing you, v/ould you agree that/procedures 

O as far as quantitative examination of narcotics will be a

bit rusty, and hence you have to refer to literature to make 

sure you have done thirys rightly. 

A I would disagree, Ky Lord, in that the methods are comparable

to those used by the Dept of Scientific Services with 

E similar electronics.

Q Dr, you are not with the Dept of Scientific Services.

A I bea your pardon.

Q You are not with the Dept of Scientific Services. What do

you mean by your answer?

? A I have visited that department, the Dept of Scientific 

Services by coujrt«sy of 1 r Lira TIan Yong.
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WALTER ?I1TOT'L

(CrOGS-^XAFi; A? 10'! "Y DPP) (ctd)

A Chua, Jt Fr Lim?

A Mr Lim Han Yonn. 

DPP i PW7.

Chua, J: And you have seen the equipment there? 

A And. their instruments are identical. 

B Q And. your laboratory as well as the one owned by the Malayan

Racing Association laboratory have those equipment? 

A rTo, ly Lord, not my laboratory; but the T'alayan Facing

Association, yes.

Q Which you do not handle yourself? 

C- A I am personally in charge, ry Lord.

Q Dr, from your answers, are you telling us that you are

quite familiar with quantitative examination of narcotics? 

A Yes, My Lord.

Q Quantitative again, even in Malayan Racing Association 

D laboratory does not handle quantitative tests, do they? 

A Precisely, hy T,ord, the answer would be no, but

we would be expected/?n doses of large amounts or small 

amounts, in view of the time of the excretion factor 

of drugsr- 

E Q So, Dr, you are telling us you are more familiar with

extracting them from the urine of horses, is that not so? 

A That is correct, My Lord.

Q low, the two laboratories do not deal with blocks of 

narcotics like the type we have in this case?
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WALTE? P.Ii TOUL

(CP.OGS-EXAFIKATIOIT FY DPP) (ctd)

A A \~o, I'-y Lord, otherwise I would be committing an offence. 

Previously, My Lord, as a Government chemist, the answer 

would be yes. 

Q And that would be between the years 1949 to 1953, some 20

over years back. 

P A Yes, Fy Lord.

Chua, Ji I think he set out in his report, 19/19 to 1953. 

DPP l Yes, My Lord.

Q How, my instructions from i'r Lin- are that in fact you were 

oiven one gram of each of the exhibits and not 0.20 gm, as 

C you have stated in your examina t ion- in-chief . In examination- 

in-chief, you said Fr Lim's assistant sampled the pulverised

product and weighed out approximately 0.20 gm and placed 

this into 3 brown bottles which were tightly closed. One 

sample each of Al and A2 were given to me and the remaining 

D were kept by he Dept of Scientific services.

Mow, Dr, would you agree vith me what you have said is not true? 

A I never weighed the samples, fry Lord. Even 0.20 gm would 

be sufficient for analysis.

Chua, Ji The point here is that P'r Lim has said that 

E 1 gm was made out.

A I am not disputing what i- r Lim has said, >y Lore1 . 

Q ow, the 0.20 gm that you came up with in your examinat ion- 

in-chief is an assumption on your part? 

Chua, J« Pardon.
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WALTEP PIHTOUL

(CROSS-EXAFI-ATIOI' 3Y DPP) (ctd)

A Q 0.20 gm, the figure that you came up with in examination- 

in-chief is an assumption on your part on the basis that 

0.20 gm is sufficient for analysis. 

A That would be sufficient for analysis. 

Q That is an assumption since you did not weigh it. 

? A This would be enough for me,

Q You assumed they weighed up to 0.20 gro then.

i'owf Dr, further, only 2 samples of each of the exhibits 

were taken out. There was no such thing as a third sample, 

the remainder kept by the j.>ept of Scientific Services, would 

C you ageee with me on that?

A My Lord, I thought I heard Mr Doray and the other Customs 

officer mentioning one sample for the Court, so I may be 

wrong.

Chua , J t Kent ion inq ? 

D DPP i Mentioning one sample for the Court.

A I was only interested in the 2 samples presented to me.

And if I may add. My Lord, the sampling was well done. 

Q Besides these 2 samples given to you, you were also given

a sample of standard morphine and codeine by * ;r Lim. 

E A I'y Lord, I was given a sample of morphine hydrochloride 

but no sample of codeine.

DPP i My mistake here, Ky Lords. The witness was given

a sample of standard morphine hydrochloride.

A Which l r Lim Ban Yong informed me he considered to be at least 

F 99?; pure and lookinn at it, pure white in colour, I did not 

dispute his statement.
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WALTER RII-iTOUL

(CROSS-EXAHBATIOH BY DPP) (ctd)

A Q Dr, we go on to your test now. resides thin layer

chroroat ocrraphy and gas chromatography, that is TLC and GC, 

the 2 tests that you have mentioned, did you do other tests 

on the 2 samples of powder, Al and A2?

A These 2 tests. My Lord, prove beyond doubt the presence 

of morphine and codeine, both scheduled poisons under the 

Poisons Act and therefore I do not consider it necessary 

for quality of test to proceed further, other than to 

establish the presence of the chloride radical. 

Q All right, Dr, are you telling us that you definitely did 

C only 2 tests, TLC and GC only?

A For the basic drugs and the chloride test to see if they

were present as crude drugs or as hydrochloride. 

Q And another test?

A And the presence of chloride in order to see if they 

D were present as a crude drug. 

Chua, Ji Sorry. 

DPP i Could you repeat?

Chua, Ji Presence of chloride in order to see? 

A Whether they were present as morphine or codeine or 

E the salt, chloride salt of morphine or codeine. 

Q So, Or , in fact, 3 tests only? 

A That is correct, ly Lord.

Q So, Dr, you must agree with me that you did not rto a 

test to ascertain the moisture content of the exhibit?
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WALTEP FIITOUL

(CPOSS-EXAMIHATIOH ?Y DPP) (ctd)

A A ry Lord, if given 1 gm I heated it to a temperature of 105°C 

or Celsius, then I may have destroyed?) the sample, tliat 

part of the sample; or if I was given 1 gm, there was not 

sufficient to do a toluene distillation test and throw 

away the remainder because there may be some process 

?> going on.

Q row, Dr, are you saying 1 gm is insufficient to do any moist

ure test? 

A Fy Lord, in an oven at 105°C or Celsius, since \/e are

on the metric system, I would not favour this test. 

C Chua, Js And the test would have given the moisture

content? 

A 9ut it would destroy the compound left. I would

not favour thismethod for such a small amount. 

DPP i You may not favour this method—

D fcr Chani If I may interrupt, to be fair, he said he cannot

favour this method because it may destroy the com 

pound left . 

DPP i I am cross-examining him on this point. I don't

know why My Learned Friend is interrupt inc.

E Q You might not favour it, but 105°C under the metric system 

or Celsius, is not burning. It is just boiling point, that 

might not destroy it.

A 100°C or Celsius is boiling point, and as you know, My Lord, 

it is pretty hot.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(CROSS-EXAMHATIOii BY DPP) (ctd)

A Q It might be pretty hot, Dr, but not necessarily hot enough

to destroythe whole basic nature of the substance. 

A The answer to the question, the whole may be correct, but

part may be destroyed.

Q You still have got part there, Dr. Dr, since you 

E mentioned moisture to be so important a substance here, 

as though it acts as a catalyst in the reaction between 

the impurities and the codeine, why didn't you ask Hr 

Lim for more so that you can do a proper moisture test? 

You must have that in mind when you went to the Dept of 

C Scientific Services?

A I didnH. have this in mind when I went to the Dept 

of Scientific Services because I had not studied Mr Lim*s 

report carefully. 

Q Carefully, you mean? 

P A In which it only mentions the presence of morphine and nothing

else.

Q But Dr, surely as an experienced chemist of some standing, you 

must have that in mind, if not from the report, at least from 

your experience. 

E A Mr Lim, My Lord, is familiar with the work in which he is

engaged, and as he onlymentioned morphine in his report, and 

no other substance is being present, I did not consider the 

matter.

Q And it was only during cross-examination of Mr Lim by Mr 

F Thomas Chan that this came to your mind then, that the moisture 

content is important? Dr, yes or no?
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WALTER RILTOLX

(CTVOSS-EXAMIMATIOI; »3Y DPP) (ctd)

A Chua, Jt He warrt-s to refer to some books.

A I have discussed with Learned Counsel for the Defence 

on Sunday, July 4th, ¥y Lord, at about 10.30 am. 

Chua, Ji That was before Hr Lim gave evidence. 

DPP i Yes, fry Lord, before ?r Lim gave evidence. 

B A That is correct. My Lord.

Q Mow, that was before the completion of your analysis? 

A Thatvas after the conclusion of my qualitative analysis

which took place on 1 July.

Q That still gave you time to ask for more of the 2 samples 

C for a test on moisture content, but you did not, Dr.

A tfy Lord, I would have cons idered that my colleague, Mr 

Lim, would have mentioned, if ' not in his report, in 

his evidence, the presence of all other substances. 

Q Is that all, £»r» that you wish to say? I ow, Dr, the point 

D is, you haven't finished the whole of your testing. YOU 

just did a qualitative test. It was still open to you to 

ask for more samples for a test on moisture content. 

Until right now, you haven't finished your quantitative 

test. 

E A I have not finished, Fy Lord. And if I may add, Learned

Counsel, Deputy Public Prosecutor, DPP, I believe, promised 

me on 5 Jul all assistance from the Dept of Scientific 

Services and at the adjourned hearing on 9 Jul, I approached 

Learned Counsel, fcy Lord, is that correct?
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WALTER RINTOUL

<CPOSS-EXAFrATIOif 5Y DPP) (ctd)

\. Q That is correct.

A And told him or requested him that if my instrumentation 

were not complete by today , may I accept his offer of using 

•the facilities of Scientific Services and this was refused.

11.10
12.7.76
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WALTER RINTOOL

(Cross-examination "by D.P.P. )(cont'd. )

A Q. Doctor, I am afraid you have got it all wrong, our

assistance was never refused - assistance given to you; it is 

a question of you approaching at the right time r isn't it 

Doctor, and not us coming to you and offer you our 

assistance which unfortunately——— 

B Chua, J. : It is a question of——?

D.P.P.; It is a question of you coining to the

Department of Scientific Services and asking 

for assistance and not some official of the 

Department of Scientific Services to come to 

C you and say "Yes } let us offer you our

assistance". 

Chua, J. ". Yes. 

A. My Lord, the learned counsel on the 5th of July in this

Court, arid reported "by the Trees offered me the facilities 

D of the Department of Scientific Services. On Friday

evening as this Court adjourned, the learned counsel, Mr. Loh 

asked me how much longer; I said if my instrument was not 

ready by Monday I would be prepared to go to the Department 

of Scientific Services and accept his offer in order to 

E complete this task as expeditiously as possible.

Q. And you mentioned 8 hours will be sufficient, is that right? 

A. I beg your pardon?

Q. You. memt.l on/ad 8 hOUTS.

Chua y J.: No, i^, Mr. Rintoul, all this arose out of 

p his question why did you not ask for more

samples >r moisture test.
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.P.P. )(cont'd.)

A D.P.P.: For moisture test.

Chua, J.: That's all, and then you mentioned——— 

A. .We have not come to the stage of adding up yet, my Lord, 

from my point of view what is the composition of the 75.> 

grams of blocks.

B Q. Yes, Doctor, you have not come to that but you have given 

us-——•

Chua, J.: You have not reached the stage of——what?

D.P.F.: To calculate——

A. To calculate the composition of the 75.9 grams present i. 

C the blocks as they were originally handed over to Mr. Lira

Han Yong.

Q. Now, Doctor, since you talk about calculations, is it not 

true mathematically you can calculate at least roughly the 

amount of moisture and impurities having regard to the fac 

D that Mr. Lim mentioned his finding on the amount of morphii 

he mentioned the amount of codeine - mathematically you can 

calculate it out. In fact, you gave us some rough figures? 

in your exanination-in-chief.

A. J/fy Lord, this calculation has been done and if the morphine 

E is present as morphine hydrochloride in toto——• 

Chua, J.: In toto? 

A. In toto.

A. -—then that weight would be 61.09 grams of morphine 

hydrochloride.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P. )(cont*d.)

A Q. 61.09?

A. 61.09. I used one of these to calculate that. 

Q. 61.09, morphine hydrochloride? 

A. Srams of morphine hydrochloride.

Chua, J.; Yes.

B A. I understand, my Lord, that Ifr. Lim found 10.8 per cent o ; 

codeine in A}, which if calculated to codeine hydrochlorido 

which has two molecules of water, if calculated to codeir 

hydrochloride which has two molejcrules of water would be 4.945 

of a gram.

C Chua, J. s 4 point-——?

A. 4.945. 

Q. Grams? 

A. And in sample A2 I believe Mr. Lim said he

found 8.5 per cent of codeine present which 

D would result in a figure of codeine hydrochlorid

at 4.039. 

Chua y J. i How much?

A. 4.039« So therefore my calculation, adding

all these figures together would give me, 

E if ray arithmetic is correct, 70.044 gramms,

whereas the block weighed 75.9 grams. 

Q. 75.97 to be exact? 

A, Which is namely a difference of 6 granjBi.
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont'd.)

A Q. Now, Doctor, these 6 grains, what would you attribute it t

be then?

A. I think, ray Lord at the moment, this juncture, I do not 

think Mr. Lim would disagree with me that part of it mus-u 

be moisture - part of it only. 

B Q. And?

A. ( And part of it as impurities. I say this, ray Lord, as

previous to World War 2, before the Japanese occupied this 

colony as it was then under the League of Nations we had to 

prepare morphine hydrochloride. 

C Chua, J. : "We had to prepare——"?

A. We had to prepare Morphine hydrochloride

from opium for medical purposes. 

Q. Doctor we are not disputing that.

A. "No, I am pointing out, my Lord, that there are——there mu-st 

D be some impurities.

Q. Yes, we agree with you Doctor, we are not disputing that, 

Doctor. Now, assuming that I accept your figure of 

difference of 6 per cent—— 

A. 6 grams. 

S Q. About 6 grains to be partly moisture and partly impuritier

can work both ways then? These 6 grams might compose of or 

noisture than impurities or vice versa, is that so, Doctor? 

You do aot know because you have not done any tests. 

A, We will only know when tests are carried out, my Lord.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont fd.)

A Chua, J.: Pardon?

A. We will only know when tests are carried

out, and, my Lord, I received a sample taken 

from an envelope. 

Q. Taken from?

B A. Prom a sealed envelope on July 1st which

cannot be called a well-sealed container. 

Q. Right, Doctor, never mind about that. Since we are on 

figures let me give you some figures and see whether you 

a^rec. Now, in relation to Al Mr. Lim found 60.2 per cent 

C morphine base———

Mr. Chans I think it is P.13» my Lord.

D.P.P.: Page 20, my Lords. 

Q. NoWj, Doctor, Mr. Lira, in relation to Al, Chemist Report, he

found 60,2 per cent morphine basej he found 10.8 per cent 

D codeine, now, this morphine base converted into morphine

hydrochloride will be 79«3 per cent, do you agree? Let's 

be more exact, your figures, as I said, are roughly-——I am 

going in great details, if you like; now, the 79.3 per cent- 

A. You told me the figure was 75.96. 

E Q. 75.97, no, no, that one is the total weight. 

A. Yes.
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WALTER Rir'TOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont f d.)

A Q. If you want them to be in figures, now, Doctor, there arc 

quite a number of figures here,' in its block form Al is 

39.96 grams; in its powder form it is 36.83 grams. I aTi 

talking about percentage; I am not working on grams - we 

can work out in grams later; in terms of percentage 62.2 

B morphine base, into morphine hydrochloride will be 79.3, is

that correct, Doctor, 79.3?

A. I got it as 79.4 - anyway I agree with you. 

Q. Now, codeine into codeine hydrochloride, the figure would be

13.4 per cent; 13»4 per cent because codeine is 10.8—-no, 

C it is not in the report.

A. I know it is not in the report.

Q. Would you work it out first, doctor and see whether you agree? 

Now, Doctor, your amount is in terms of grains - 13.4 codeine 

hydrochloride. 

D A. Now, you said Al how much?

Q. Al ~ 10.8 per cent codeine, converted into codeine hydrochloride

is 13.4.

A. Codeine hydrochloride, my Lord, contains 2 molecules— — 

Q. No, we do not want molecules of water, wa want it pure: 13.4 

E includes molecules of water. 

A. So that is——-your figure is? 

Q. 13.4. 

A. Iify Lord, this would take some time to work out.

Chua, J. i How long will it take? 

p Q. 5 minutes, Doctor?
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(Cross-examination by D.P. P. )(cont 'd. )

Chua, J. : You do your calculations, Doctor. 

A. But I have to work out —— --10. 8 per cent codeine- —— (witness

calculates) —-2 2. 17.

Q. Well, then that is not correct - 22.17, it is morphine base. 

A. 10.8 per cent ——

Q. Now, Doctor, let me give you the figure then —— 

A. 10.8 per cent; what is your answer? 

Q. 13. 4o

A. Something ; wrong with someone's arithmetic somewhere. 

Chua, J. s Would you like to check the figures given 

by Mr. Loh?

Would you repeat the figures? 

D.P.r. i Yes, ray Lord, 10.8 per cent codeine. 

A. I would say A2 - 8.5«

Chua, J. : No, it is only in relation to Al. 

A. 10.8 per cent? 

Q. 10.8 only., 

A. Yes.

Q. Wo go block by block, Doctor, we do not want to know ho'v you 

calculate; we want one block at a time; codeine 10.8 per 

cent? morphine 60.2, as I said earlier morphine content, block 

Al -• 60.2, morphine hydrochloride converted - 79. 3 > you 

agreed; codeine hydrochloride - 13. 4 J Doctor, we are just 

working the percentage, we can convert to grams later. 

10.8 per cent of codeine gives how much codeine hydrochloride, 

and the figure is 13.4.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross~exaraination by D.P.P.)(cent'd,)

A A. Well s I accept your answers. In the mean time I will 

recalculate afterwards rather than taking time.

Chua s J.; Ho, no, I think you'd better calculate; whether

you agree or not? 

Q. It cannot be less, Doctor.

B Chua, J. s No, no, let him calculate it. 

A. How much did you say? 

Q. 13.4. 

A. I a.^ree.

D.P.P.: He agrees, my Lord. 

C Witness: I am sorry I have taken so long, my Lord.

Chuaj. J, ; All right, 13.4 per cent. 

:1. Your percentage of morphine hydrochlorido? 

Q. Morphine liydrochloride is 79»3. 

A. And 13.4.

D .;. 13.4 f so the total of morphine hydrochloride and codeine 

hydrochloride would be 92.7.

Chua, J. i 92.7, yes. 

Q. Now, Doctor, so there is here a difference of 7.3 per cent

unaccounted substancej it could be impurities> it could be 

E moisture? 

A. Both.

Q. Or both. Now, Doctor, we go on to block A2, Chemist Report 

P.14.

Chua, J.: Yes.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont'd.)

A Q. Now, all these figures are Mr. Lira's figures. Doctor. Now,

the morphine content found by Mr. Lim is 63.3 per cent. 

A. In both? 

Q. No, no, block A2, the second block, P,14, the weight of the

block is in powder form 38.26 grams, weight in block form 

B is 39.01 grams; now. Doctor, Mr. Lim found 63.3 per cent

pure morphine weight by weightj now, Codeine is 8.5 per cent; 

now, Doctor, the morphine in this case, converted into morphine 

hydrochloride is 83.4 per cent, do you agree? Please 

calculate. 

C A. I accept that.

Q. The codeine to codeine hydrochloride is 10.6 per cent. 

Chua, J. °, How much?

D.P.P.; 10.6, my Lord. 

A. I accept that figure, my Lord. 

D Q. Now, the total of morphine hydrochloride and codeine

hydrochloride will be 94 per cent then? 

A. Yes, 6 per cent short.

Chua, J.: How much is it?

D.P.P.: 94 per cent, my Lords.

E Q. And therefore gives a figure of 6 per cent in unaccounted 

substance which may be in impurities, moisture or both? 

Chua, J.: You agree? 

A. Yes.
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WALTER RI^TOUL

(Cross~examination by D.P.P.)(cont*d.)

A Q. Now, Doctor, the figures that you arrived at .from your

calculations - 70.044? your calculation in relation to both 

blocks 70.044——

Chua, J.; Both blocks?

D.P.I.s Both blocks, my Lord - 70.044 of morphine 

B hydrochloride and codeine hydrochloride,

both hydrochloride.

Q. Now, the two blocks in its powder form, Doctor, weigh a total 

of 75.11--—

Chua, J, s The two blocks. 

C A. 75.97.

Q. 75.97 if it is in its block form.

Chua, J.= The two blocks in powder form weigh——?

D.P.'P. s 75.11, my Lord.

Chua, J. : 75.11 grains, yes.

D D.P.P. i In its block form 75.97 grams.

Chua } <J.; Yes.

Q. Now we take the powder form> Doctor - 75.11 minus your 70.044- 

Chua, J.: We take the powder form?

D.P.P.; Yes, my Lord, we take the powder form.- 

E Q. 75.11 minus your calculation of 70.044 grams gives it a

.figure of 5.066 of unaccounted substance then, right? 

A. Yes, I accept that.

(cont'd.) 
John ^ 11.50 a.m. 
12.7.76
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Q. So, Doctor, in terms of percentage 5.066 of 75.11 grans, 

in terns of percentage——

Chua,J«: So you said, in terns of percentage? 

Q. -—5,066 out of 75.11 gives a percentage of approxi 

mately 6.6#? 

B A. I.ly Lord, partly fallacy in the argument here, in that

v:o are using the figure of 75.11——

Q. Now \ve are talking about poxvdor form first, Doctor. 

A,. ——in that il I cut tjio top of an ogg for qualitative

analysis the remainder is not representative of the 

C v.'hole - I may not touch the yolk; and nov: though the 

75.11 does not react to the total weight of the 

tr;o blocks as 75.97-—— 

Q. Allright, Doctor, take 75.97, take 75.97. You

prefer that figure, take it then, take that figure, 

D Doctor?

Chua,J.: Take thcfigurc of——?

D.?.?.: ——75.97, in its block form,the heaviest

possible then in this case.

Q. 5.066 out of 75.97 then, what is the percentage, 

E what is the figure, Doctor?

Chua,J.: No, you give the percentage and ace

whether he agrees.

D.P.P.: No, niy Lord, he doesn't wantit to be—— 

Chua,J.; No, No, v/ork on the basis of 75.97-
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RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D»P.P, ) (contd.) 

A D.P.P. : I have not got the fissure, i:-y Lord y

I aru letting him work it out on his 

calculator. He prefers the higher figure, 

Q.Novi' the higher figure, what is the percentage? 

A. According to my information, the total weight of the 

3 two blocks was 75.97.

Chua,J.: v/hat is the percentage then? 

Q. What is the percentage then, 5.066 out of 75.97 ——

75.97, Doctor? 

A. I have got 70.44. 

C Q.No, your 70.44 —— Allright —— 

A. 70.44 over 75.97 timos 100. 

Q. So the difference is 5.926 then? 

A. 92.7$.

Chua,J.: What arc the figures no\v? I don't quite 

D follow —— • you suggested one figure and he

suggested another? 

Q. So, Doctor, your fi^-urc of 92.7 of unaccounted sub

stances is really 7.3? 

A 6.3#, 93.7.^

E Q. Doctor, I am afraid it is 7.3? 

A. 93.7 frora 100. 

Q. Oh! so 6.3?

Chua,J. : 6.3$ ? 

D.P.P. : 6.30$ then.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-exauination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Q. No.v, Doctor, v/c take the lo;;cr figure right no;;, even 

though you nay riot accept it - the lower figure is 

5.066.

A. 5.066 represents., as ny learned Counsel-—— 

Q. That moans the 75.11 in its powder form, 

B A. 5.066——

Q. Nov;, Doctor, your figure is 70.044, right?

A. Yes.

Q. So v/c take it in its powder form, the tv/o blocks

weigh 75.11. So in to mis of grants the difference is 

C 5.066,right, Doctor?

A. I don't understand that one?

Q. Your own figure of morphine hydrochloridc, codeine

hydrochloride is 70.44? 

A. 70.44.

D Q. I thought you said 70.044? 

A. 70.44.

Chua f J. : I have got it dov.n as 70.044?

I.Ir. Chan: I have, to bo fair to the Prosecution I

think you said 70.044. 

E Witness: I can't uven find the figure.

Mr. Chan: Did you say 70.044? 

Q. Doctor, you gave us at 70.044? 

A.You are correct. 

Q. Yes, I aacorrect? 

P A. Yes, you are correct.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Crocs-examination by D.P.P.) vcontd.) 

A Q. So, Doctor, your figure of norphine hydrocliloridc and

codeine/tinloride in terms of grams is 70.044? 

A. That is correct—— 1 have found the page. 

Chua,J.: 70.044——?

D.P.P.: ——of morphine hydrochloride and codeine 

B hydrochloride.

Q.Nov., Doctor, the two exhibits in its powder form is

75.11 grans-— 

A. Seventy——•?

Q. ,——five-point one-one grans. No\7 the difference in 

C unaccounted substances is 5.066 gransj in terns of 

percentage oi unaccounted substance is 6.6$. 

Chua,J.s 6*6%, 

D.P.P.j Yus, uy Lord. 

Chua,J.: You agree, Doctor? 

D A. rjy calculator makes it 93.25.

Q. Eh?

D.P.P. S3.25 ho £0t it as, ray Lord. 

Witness: I v/ill re-chock, 

Q. It f s 6.75, the difference? 

E A. 93.25——

Q. So the difference is 6.75 thon in fact, right, Doctor, 

6.75 then?

Chua,J.: Per cent, is it? 

D.PvP.: 6.75. 

F Chua,J.: 6.75#?

D-.P.P.: Yes, my Lord.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross--examination fay D.P.P.) (contd. ) 

A D.P.Pt '. Your Loruahips need not v?rite it down, ny

Lords.

Q. To recapitulate then, Doctor, your figure of 70.044 

morphine hydrociiloride and codeine hydrochloridc, 

tli^t ncaj.ifj in its block fora is 75.97 ; .'citing it a 

B percentage of 6.3$ of unaccounted substance. In

torus oi the lov/cr figure, that is the exhibit in its 

pov/der form, the percentage is 6.75/S, right, Doctor, 

to recapitulate? 

A. Right, right.

C Q. Now we co on to the figuroa giv^n by Hr. Lim then. 

I.Ir. Liu has got a percentage of 7.31A in relation to 

A.I, in relation to A.2 it is §#. Now, Doctor>. 

averaging it out, 6.6^ ; right?—— 7.3 plus 6$, 13.3, 

13$j if it is averaged down is 6.6; to average it up, 

D ny Lord, is 6.66.

Chua,J.: I don't quiite follow—— 6.6?

D.'^.P. : 7.3 plus 6 - I aia giving the average of the

ir.'/o.

V/itness: Are you making a rough average?

ii Q. Roijrfi »vt'j-a6-o, fi.6$ • it 'n aotually 6.65. So, Doctor, 

is it not true that your figures really agree v/ith 

LIr. Lia's then, 3''our figures agree, of courso having 

regard t-.tho statistical lav; of probabilities - your 

figures arc; nearly the name? 

F A. I.]y Lord, based on LIr. Lim's findings, hiy figures agree.
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wALTE.i RINTOUI

(CrosG-cxaraination "by D.P.P.) (contd.) 

A Q. Thanlc you, Doctor, that's \;hat I want. Nov/ \vc have
t

taken, a lot of tine on this; we go on to the next 

item, your qualitative tost, your T,L.C. Nov/ you 

have heard the v/liolo of Llr. Lin's evidence in Court, 

is that not true, Doctor? 

B A. I believe that is true, riy Lord.

Q. Now, llr. Iiiniu, used the paper chromotography test, 

isn't that so, but it's nearly the same as yours, 

Doctor? You used the T.L.C.— — it's nearly the same 

thing, except——

C A. Hy Lord, paper clironoto^raply, which I think you might 

call P.O. this tiino for brevity, is much more old 

fashioned. 

Q. Docbor——

A. And unless it \vas confined, as I have slio-./n., denioii- 

D strated to you on the photographs of T.L. C., ".all not

show you the apparent density.

Q. Doctor, one night be old fashioned, the other one night 

be progressive, but nonetheless it cou}.d be nearly the 

sauc: ii/ is only a question of the agents you use, 

E isn't it, Doctor?

A. Ijy Lord, in T.L.C. the limit is confined; As the 

exhibit of paper chromotography v/as not shovn in 

Chua, J. : As the paper-—--?

A. ——petsor chromotography.
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RINTOUL

(Cross-oxaainatiun by D.P.P.) (contd.) 

A Chua,J.: Tho limit, is it, the limit?

A. ——v:as not sho.;n in Court—— 

D.P.P.: I am shov;ing it now, Doctor. 

Y/itiicss: ——if the paper was not split the spots

could go upwards as well as outwards. 

B Chua.,J.: The spots——?

A. ——could move outwards as well as upwards. 

Q. No, Doctor, I an just asking a very simple questions 

in terms of P.O. arid T.L.C., they arc_ \juarly the same 

even though one is more old fashioned, but tho point 

C here is the difference is the application of reagents;: 

different reagents give intensity to the spots. Isn't 

it true, Doctor? 

A. Hie difference, my Lord, is, in T.L.C. the product is

restricted in area, whereas in paper chrornotography 

D it is not necessarily restricted.

Chua,J.: It is not his question?

Q. You are not ansv/ering my question. I an just asking 

you whether they are the sane tiling, the difference 

here is the application oi' reagents; different 

E reagents give different density to tho spots? 

A. For a direct answer, I would not agree, my Lord. 

Q. Right, you might not agree——

D.P.P.: Different reagenta give different intensity

to the spots, ;:iy Lord. 
P Q. ; /hai, an you riican by •wu-.u. „•—- .T^H- ~m^0fs direct?
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(Cross~oxa.iination by JD.P.P,) (contd,)

A A. In the colour toot which I did not use for morphine, 

••/c get a. reddish purple colour v/ith the specific 

reagent;* with codeine wo would, get a green colour. 

But the reddish purple colour is more predominant—— 

Chua,J.; More pronounced? 

B A. Ilorc predominant.

Q. Right, right, Doctor, if you go on, your different

reagents give different colours, is that true? 

A. That is correct, ray Lord,

Chua, J.: Diffo:: ent what ? 

C D.P.P.; Different reagents give different colours, my

Lord.

Witness: Sono nay give nothing at all, 

Q. Oh I soLio nay give nothing at all? Now, what reagent

did you use in this case? 

D A. In which case?

Q. In your analysis?

A. Y/hich analysis, i.iy Lord?

Q. Your qualitative examination which resulted in your

photographing it v/ith your Polaroid camera? 

B Chua,J.: That is the T.L.C.?

D.P.P.: Yes, T.L.C. 

A. I think the Department of Scientific Services would

call it ttragendorf.

Q. \7ould you spell it out to their Lordships? 

F A. D-R-A-G-]3"N"D-0»B~F.
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HINTOUL

(Cross-examination "by D.P.P.) Ccontd.) 

A Q. Drageiidorf reagent. Now, Doctor, is it not true that
•»

this dragondorf reagent is a specially, or rather 

codeine is especially sensitive tc this dragondorf 

reagent?

A, No, my Lord, there are many, many drugs shown up by 

B this reagent.

Chua,J. i You say, extra sensitive?

D.P.P.: Yes., ny Lord, codeine is extra sensitive

to this dragcndorf reagent. 

Chua,J.s Ho doos not agroc. 

C Q. You don't agree?— — Can I use tho v.ord 'noro

sensitive' then, nore sensitive to dragendorf? 

A. In my report, iay Lord, I said 'apparently'. 

Q.YeSy Doctor, that is why you use the v.r ord 'apparently' -

apparent because you felt that codeine nay bo even 

D more - even though tho word 'maybe' - nay be more 

sensitive to this dragondorf than morpliine? 

Chua,J.: Jiay bo more sensitive? 

D.P.P. : The \vord 'apparent' he used: "—-as 

codeine may be more sensitive 'bo the 

E spray reagent. :|

Q. So there, ov.-ri if you do not use the v.-ord * extra'

sensitive, more senstivc then? 

A. IJy Lord, in order to cone to a true conclusion I had tto

report fapparent', in order from a preliminary test to 

p come to a just conclusion.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross~exai<iination by D.P.P.) (contd.) 

A Q. v/hat v/as your answer, Doctor?

A. In order to 001,10 to a just conclusion**—•

Q. Allright, a fair conclusion, you call it——

A. ——a fair conclusion, I luid to use the word 'apparent*,

I had to, oy Lord, weigh, all the factors together. 

B Q. Allrighi, Doctor, v/e accept that. Now, Doctor, you 

were in this Court, aid you not hoar Mr. Lira use 

T.L.C. in his analysis?

A. I believe I did, ny Lord; I didn't see any documen 

tary evidence?

C Q. Ho did not take any photographs like you did'—— 

A. Or bring the plate?

Q. Now, i'lr, Lim, did a |apor, P,C,, paper chromotography, 

and this P.O. is in addition to T.L.C. Now in Ms 

E.G., i'.'Ir. Lim used the reagent known as iocioplatiniato- 

D r.iay I spell it out, I-O-D-O-B-Ir-A-M-N-I-A-OV-E

reagent, iodoplatiniatc re-agent. No;; look at this 

A. document: is this——

D.P.P,: Ily Lord, I an unable to produce photostat

copies because this document actvially shows 

E colovir of the various blots. 

Q. No>v look at this——

Chua,J.: llark it for identification. 

D.P.P. ; Yes, iay Lord, I believe if he agrees we can 

nark it.
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.YALIi&i RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D,P.P. ) Ccontd.)

A Clxua, J. : Hov/ can ho agree? He doesn't know—— 

V/ltnccs I5y Lord, this document is undated, so I

can: lot toll you .Jujia it ha a taken place, 

D.P.P. s Allright, ny Lord, I shall not admit it. 

Q. Kavo a look at it: if I toll you it is in relation 

B to those two exhibits, do you accept it? If you

do not accept it, I keep it. 

A. Not having "t-io date——

Chua, J. : Hov/ can ho accept or not accept? 

D.P.P. : No, I am asking who the r ho laiovvs whether 

C this is the test done by Mr. Liri. 

Chua, J. : Hov/ can he say it?

D.P.P.:• Because I have taken it from Mr. Lin. 

if/itiiecs: Tliorc is no date on when this v/as taken,

ny Lord. 

D Chua, J. i Wo will nark it for identification. You

have to c&ll the chemist,

D.P.P.: No, I shall not v/as to very much tirao on this. 

Q. Because your own photograph is undated? 

A. I stated ill Court that the photograph was taken on the 

E 7th of July,

D..P.P. : IJy Lord, if this is the case, I don f t thinlc 

I will use it because I don't thinlc I want 

to callthc chemist, my Lord. I ain just 

telling him— 

P Chua,J.: It's not a question whether he accepts.
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.'ALTER RIKTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.) 

A Ch.ua, J. s(ctd. ) KJ says lie cannot say whether that is

the result of the tost or not. 

D.P.P.: Allright, ;iy Lord, we go on to quantitative

tost then right now.

Q. Now, your G.C., that is gas chromotography, is really 

B a sophisticated electronic instrument——• 

A. That is correct., i/iy Lord. 

Q. -—-consisting of nany electronic parts——

Chua,J.: Arc you talking of the quantitative or

qualitative?

C D.P.?, : Quantitative, uiy Lord - qualitative is

neither hero nor there, the reagent in 

any event is just something that could bo 

nore sensitive, my Lord. I ara goiri£ on to 

quantitative? he replied G,C. is a 

D sophisticated electronic instrument and

Las uany small electronic parts. 

Chua,J.: Many \vliat?

D. ?.P. : With .; ;iany small electronic parts. 

vYiiness; 'J?liat is correct, my Lord.

E Q. Nov; ; Doctor, what caused your G.C, coluiuia to be blocked? 

A. Constant usage on anabolic, A-N-A-B-O-L-I-C, steroids, 

S-T-E-R-O-I-D-S. I don't know whether if you want to 

write this down: this is the concern of the Olympics 

and horses at the noncnt*.
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WALTJJK lilNTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.) 

A. Q. Conatant use then caused it to break down?

A. Too nany, too r.iany—— the volume 'of ;vork ^oing through, 

requires sonn changes.

Chua,J.s Goin/j olirou-xh './hat?

A. Tiie volume of work going through those 

B columns, 6 feet long, requires change. 

Q. Required change? 

A. Required change every so—• depending on the amount of

usage.

Q. Now, Doctor, v/hcn ycm said re-pack and course(?) f you 

C mean you changed HOT; colunns?

A. i/e throw a/.'ay the consents of the old column, re 

pack the column with new :<;iaterial .and then purge it. 

Chua,J.: And then?

A. -—purge it with nitrogen gas, nitrogen 

D being inactive-—

Q. Nitrogen being——? 

A. ——atua tcraperaturo-—— 

Q. United, is it?

A. ——nitrogen gas - nitrogen gas at a 

£ temperature of 250° Celsius.

Q. 3o, Doctor, you put in iiev/ material into the column

then? 

A. That is correct.
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t RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Q. So, Boctor, is it not a case of conditioning then to 

use, just like you v/car a now pair of shoos? la it 

no.t a case ox conditioniii;'.; noro than purging? 

A. The oinilo which tlio l-.arnoci Counsel lias used, v/hoii

you like- a nov; pair of shoos v/hcn. you got holes in 

B tho:.i you throw them away.

Q. Y.'hat I i/ioan is, when, you got a nov/ pair of sLoos, just 

liJcc you ;;ot a no'.v column, is it not a case of 

conditioning then lor the first couple of days, when 

you r/oar th,- lie'./ shoos you /••;«• t pain her,; and there? 

C So it is the nai.io :..: ith your columns: conditioning

yoi'r coluuuis then, and not purging? 

A. Eiat is correct, ray Lord, that is correct. 

Q. So, Doctor, the r/ord 'purging 1 is VvTongly used? Sc

thcr'e is no question of purging thorn - it is a case of 

D conditioning then for efficient use? 

A. I don't agree, ny Lord. 

Q. Allright, why don't you agree? 

A. Thore nay be iiipuritics which require purging. 

Q. No..-, Docto3>-— 

E A. Aft^r which the eolur.in Liuat be standardised against

laio',;n products.

Q.Novv, Loc i;or, v.-e need not ;.,o into all these things. You 

havo tolci us that you found iupuritios, youtook out 

the parts, replaced then with new material.
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,/ALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination "by D.P.P.) * 

A Q.^ctd.) So whether the dirty things in the fora of

impurities—— so if at all any impurities remain in 

the instrument, the electronic inatrunnnt, it willbc 

negligible at loast, unless your lab attendants are 

rather inefficient in the performance of their task? 

B A. ISy Lord, I have not laboratory attendants looking

after this machine: I have a chemist looking after 

this machine, 

Q. Unless your chemist is rather inefficient in the

performance of the job, Doctor, because the v/holc 

C* thing v.'as taken out—— V/ait, J^octor, v/aitl

A I v/ish to answer your question first. I.Jy chemist, 

py lord, I think is more experienced in gas chrouo— 

tography than anyone else in Singapore* 

Q. Allriight, if your chemist was so efficient,<vhon ho 

D repaired the instrument he nust have taken out most if

not all the impurities then that caused the blockage? 

A* I assisted- there arc two columns in this instrument - 

I assisted him inthe re-packing as the system ran 

from Tuesday, 6th of July, till I found at 2 o'clock 

E on Friday, the 9th of July, the stage of precision 

had not yet been reached. ISy Lord, v;o are only 

interested in precision* 

Q. Yes, Doctor, v/o have heard you tell this, precision

accuracy, v:c accept that, Doctor. Doctor, I am asking 

F you v;hcther, docs it take so long for the purging of
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Q.Cctd.) the impurities? v.'hy oust it take so long, 

fromthe 5th or you can call it the 6th, to the 9th 

July, why should it take so long for your chemist 

and yourself to take out the impurities,unless you 

did not take then out, Doctor, I don't know?

B A. The product, my Lord, for packing the column cones 

from overseas and we rc-packod ono column again on 

ixiday afternoon with new material more recently 

received in order to expedite this matter.

(contd.)

(S0ah @ 12.25pQ., 
12.7.76.)
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A A. The product, my Lord, for packing the column because they 

are over-sized and we packed one column again on Friday 

afternoon, though new material, more recently received 

in order to expedite this matter.

Q. Kow doctor, you are coming to the new ground on Priday. 

B I am talking about 5th to the 9th of July, could you give 

us some reasonable answer as to why the purging took so 

long since you first found it to be blocked with 

impurities - why must it take so long?

A. My lord, that is a question which no chemist can answer - 

C he has to wait and see.

Q. V/ait and see but, doctor, you are sure that you and your 

chemist colleague did rid the instrument of most, if not 

all, the impurities that wore blocking the columns? 

A. We are not satiscapd, my Lord, with precision necessary 

D for this Court as at Friday the 9th of July.

Chua J.: You are not satisfied ...

A. We are not satisfied that they 

had all been removed as 

on Priday, 9th July.

E Q.. Now doctor, I am talking about 5th of July, on the 6th 

rather of July when you found your G-.C. to be blocked 

by impurities, you had them repacked, were you satisfied 

at that time they had rid the columns of their impurities 

the 6th of July, I am not talking about 9th of July when 

p you first found them to be blocked?
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(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A A. We were certain that they were not rid of impurities

because putting in simple substances like pure caffeine 

would not come out.

Chua J.: You vrere not satisfied?

A. The Malaysian Racing Association. 

B Q. Yes.

Q. Doctor, why didn't you change new columns - the Malaysian 

Racing Association is a very rich association, they can 

well afford it?

A. We expect the column to purge within 48 hours - that was 

C our expectation. We were using the column packing - that 

one proved satisfactory previously, but perhaps because 

of age, it may have required more purging and hence we 

re-packed one column on Friday the 9th with new material. 

Q. Doctor, my main point here is, does not that laboratory 

D that you used, one by Malaysian Racing Association, under 

control to ensure that all the equipment in the laboratory 

axe in tip-top condition for any use at any time and if 

it is old, then to be replaced?

A. As the photostat and the original come to you, the G-.C. 

E appeared when we first injected to be in tip-top

condition and then suddenly like a puncture broke down. 

Q, How doctor, my question is - why didn't you have new 

ones to replace the old ones, especially you are aware 

that there are many cases where your services have been 

F solicited for? Why didn't you have new columns packed
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(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (oontd.)

A Q.(contd.) instead of doing the tasfc ofridding them of their 

impurities and hope that it will purge in time of the 

impurities? 

A. My lord, new columnswere ordered but they did not come to the

concern - sent to the wrong board. 

B Chua J.: Sent to the wrong ...

A. Board.

Q. Doctor, why couldn't you tell us earlier instead of telling 

us that you were hoping to have purged them in 48 hours - 

that is the answer I have been asking for, why must you 

C tell us all these things? Now besides the G.C. test to 

'quantitate the morphine or codeine or whatever you have, 

lare there any other tests that will enable you to 

•'quantitate?

A. They would not be so specific, my Lord.

D Q. Now could you tell us some of the other tests even though 

they may not be specific, doctor?

Mr.Chan: My Lord, is that necessary? 

Chua J. : He is being: cross-examined,

Mr . Chan .

E A. Since it is a mixture, my Lord, we can rule out infra 

red and ultra violet. 

Chua J. : Yes..

A. Other methods which may include

chemicals may produce metabolites

P or artifacts and the more direct

approach ...
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination "by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Chua J.: Direct approach ...

A. The more direct approach of gas 

chromatography, G.C., would 

appear to "be preferable.

Q. Now doctor, another test is the colour nitrate test, is 

B that notso?

A. That is by using chemicals, my Lord.

Q. And this is one of the tests that Mr.Lim utilised?

A. In this particular case, my Lord, Mr.Lim did use this

test. In other cases he oised gas chromatography. 

C Q. In this case Mr.Lim did use this test, the colour nitrate

test, and ... 

A. And subsequent cases. 

Q.I am not interested in subsequent cases, I am interested in

this case. 

D Chua J.: Yes, this case you used colour

nitrate.

D.P.P..: Yes, and Mr.Lim used this colour 

nitrate test in addition to the 

G.C. test. 

E Chua J.: Yes,

Q. All right, doctor ...

A. This has not been mentioned to me previously, my Lord. 

Q. You said during the cross-examination? 

A. The mention of colour nitrate but ... 

i1 Q. Colour nitrate test in addition to G.C. test? 

A. Quantitative test.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Q. Quantitative test?

A. I think he mentioned quantitative only. 

Q. No, Mr.Lim said quantitation, he mentioned in his third 

group of test - quantitation and further test, colour 

test and gas chromatography? 

B A. For quality.

Q. For quantitation, Mr.Lim said that - 7th of July, my Lord, 

Chua J.: Lim ... 

D.P.P.: Lim Han long, P.W.7 - did you mix

the powder thoroughly before the

C test? Yes, to obtain a homogeneous

mixture and this mixture was 

subjected ... 

Chua J.• He said quantitative test and

further identification. It involves 

D nitrate colour method and ...

Mr.Chan: Mr.Lim, did say this thing but he

did not say the other thing. 

Chua J.: I have got it here - he said

subjected to the following tests - 

E 1, 2, 3 and quantitative and

further identification. 

Mr.Chart: He did say that. 

Chua J.: Yes, quantitative and further

identification. 

P D.P.P.: Yes, Mr.Lim did say that.

Chua J.: This includes nitrate colour
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WALTER RIKTOUI

(Cross-examination by I).P.P.) (contd.)

A Mr.Chan: Yes.

Q. So Ir.Iim, in addition to the nitrate test, the gas

chromatography - that means he did two tests? 

A. I arn not disputing the nuk-ber of tests he made, my lord. 

Q. He did two tests to quantitate this? 

B Chua J.: V.'ell you can take it that he did

so - it is on record.

D.P.P.: Yes, I am telling him, my lord. 

Q. Now doctor, why don't you agree withthis method - the

colour nitrate a.nd C-.C.?

C A. I don't want roughly to inform the Court. 

Chua J. : v7hy - you poiild use the colour

nitrate test? 

A. Yes, I could use but I wish to

inform this Court with precision. 

D Q. Yes.

Q. Now doctor, why can't you have given us some preliminary 

figures then just as jrou have said in your report, the 

preliminary report D2? As you have said it to be a 

preliminary report, why didn't you give us some preliminary 

E figures,even though it-is without precision you can

confirm later by your G.C.?

A. I stated in Court that the T.I.C. was approximately 50$. 

Chua J.: Yes.

A. Honestly I say there seems to be

F a contradiction in G.C. and therefore

I have given some indication of 

preliminary inquiry.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Chua J.: Yes.

Q. Doctor, but you have told us that the 50% figure will be 

completely upset by the initial result of the G.C. - why 

didn't you use an earlier reagent because you said the 

substance had more effect on codeine?

B , A.Ky Lord, the use of G.C. has a similar result that the 

peak of codeine may not be the same as the peak of 

morphine for the came quantity. 

Chua J,: Of the same what?

A. Of the same quantity - therefore 

C th'-a* was apparent.

Q. Again apparent, all right - now doctor, colour nitrate

test does not take very much time to complete? 

A. That is correct, my Lord.

Q. Even G.C., even if everything is ready, it does not take 

D very much time - at the most a few hours? 

Chua J.: Everything is working properly?

A. Everything working properly 2 to 3 

hours, my Lord, but as I am a 

witness, my Lord, I wish to do this 

E personally.

Q. As a witness in this case, you wish 

to do it personally - you want to 

do the G.C. personally? 

A. I am personally responsible, my Lord, 

F for the evidence I gave in this

case. 

G.
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WALTER RIlxTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A Q. Fow doctor, I heard you. mention ultra violet - now doctor, 

you ruled out ultra violet ray - doctor, can you not do a 

test this way, extract or to separate the morphine and 

then subject it to ultra violet spectrophotometry? My lord, 

to separate morphine and codeine and then subject it to 

B ultra violet. Can you not have done a quantitative test

this wajr?

A. My lord, the extraction is not 100 per cent complete. 

Q. What I am saying is - you can come up with some figures

and we will appreciate it, doctor. In this case it is 

C possible but you did not do it?

A. I am not interested in probability, I want facts, my Lord. 

Q. Now your G.C. test, when you saw the microchrome, you told 

us that you had it for comparison, is that what you are 

trying to tell us?

D A. Prom my graph,it went screaming out - I added too much. 

Q. Too much morphine? 

A. Microchrome.

Chua J.: That is too much?

A. That is too much on this sensitive 

E instrument.

Q. Now doctor, is the G.C. now ready?

A, As I have been in Court for the last two days, my Lord, 

and I was at the race course on Saturday and Sunday, I 

don't know until I phone. 

P Chua J.: You did not know, is it?

Q. Prom last Priday you d:'•' not know whether it is ready?
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WALTER RIETOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.?.) (contd.)

•A A. I left the Court,my Lord, on Friday, I went straight to

my laboratory where it showed some promise. Saturday and 

Sunday, I had been working at the race course both days. 

Chua J.: We know that, but the point is -

do you know?

B A. I don't know until I use my phone

to ask my assistant chemist how 

is it going today? I have no 

opportunity to phone him yet. 

Q. Yes. 

C A. £y Lord, and I have not been

,allowed to use the instrument in 

the Scientific Services. 

Q. No, doctor, you didn't say that? 

A. I asked you that counsel. 

D Q. That is clearly a misleading statement - nobody told you

that you were disallowed to use it, you must appreciate the 

fact that the Department of Scientific Services has got a 

' tight schedule?

Chua J.: Not available you mean? 

E D.P.P.: foot available, my Lord - you must

give them some time, at any one time 

the machines are running for other 

Exhibits. Doctor, you don't expect 

the Department of Scientific Services

.F to come straightaway when you say

so - they are not at your beck 

and call?
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.PJ?.) (contd.)

A A. In other words, I beg the apology of learned counsel. On 

his statement last Monday which he said if I want to 

get anything, I can have it very easy. 

Chua J.: You are not going into it any

further? 

B D.P.P.: I am not going into it any

further, 

Q. Now doctor, when you look at your chart regarding your

initial G.C., you said that the morphine predominantly with 

codeine, could you tell us the rough ratio? You have told 

C us that you had drawn up a chart which you in fact produced 

inthe form of D4?

Chua J.: Yes. 

Q. Now Cu .Id you tell as -the ratio o£ the predominance of

morphine over codeine?

D A. I would not consider calculating such a ratio, my Lord. 

Chua J.: You have not calculated it?

A. I would-~nO't consider the mattwr. 

Q. You. have not calculated it? 

A. I have not calculated it in view 

E of the fact that I have no

standard for codeine or morphine. 

Q. You said what - in view of the

fact that I did not have .... 

A. Standard codeine or morphine 

P peak.

Q. Yes.
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WAXIER RBCTOUI 

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd,)

A Q. Now doctor, you have mentioned in chief that you have

great respect for Mr.Lim except for two points that he did 

not mention in his report and that is the absence of any 

moisture and codeine. Now did you accept his analysis? 

A. You are referring to which? 

B Q. Both his reports regarding the morphine content?

A. I would prefer to do my own and I will not agree or 

disagree with Mr.Lim.

Chua J.: I would prefer to do my own

analysis - yes, 

C Q. Now you heard Mr.Lim did a test in January and he did a

further test in July, you accept that fact of course. Now 

these five months have passed, he found the results to be 

very close to each other. Prom this fact does it indicate 

any decomposition of the substance? 

D Chua J.: Does it ...

D.P.P.: Does it indicate any decomposition of 

the morphine to be more exact, my 

Lords, if Mr.Lira's figures are true 

and accurate?

E A.The two results in relative agreement. 

Chua J.: Sorry, what did you say, I can't

hear you? 

D.P.P.: The two results in relative close

agreement.

P A. Relative close agreement. 

Chua J.: Yes.
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WALTER RIWTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A A. May be the result of loss of

moisture which is unknown.

Q. To the extent of \% in one case and less in another case, 

in fact an addition 3n one case Ldr.Lim found?

A. It did come up in one case.
up 

B Q. Yes and it went down 1% in one case and it went/0.3?b in

another case - do you s"till attribute it to moisture, 

Dr.Rintoul please? 

A. I did not consider the packages were kept in closed or

tight containers. 

C Q. Doctor, will you answer me now, would you just answer my

question, doctor? I am asking you whether there should be 

any decomposition in this case - decomposition in view of 

the little loss of l%:and the other 0.3% rise, can there be 

decomposition if the figures are true and correct - would 

D you just give us an answer, let us not go running in

circle? 

A. My Lord, we know the weight and the falling weight of

the product.

Q. You have not agreed With the final. i?/©ight-your&elf~'bajaause- 

E you had not done it successfully?

A. The quantity of the product is left in the envelopes as 

they were packed on 10th.

Chua J.: You were not aware of what?

A. The products, my Lord, after analysis. 

F Q. No, he has just asked you - do you

say there was- any decomposition or
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.) (contd.)

A A. You can't say.

D.P.P.: You can't say - you just say that. 

Chua J.: All right, one can't say there was

decomposition or not.

Q. Doctor, it is a homogeneous powder, we took out some and 

B we worked on the law of average and it turned out so close 

figures. I am asking you again, should there be decomposi 

tion even though the final weight of the products is not 

known? It is a homogeneous mixture and you don't 

expect Mr.Lim to carry out test on the whole product. 

C Would you just give me an answer, doctor - should there be 

or should there be no decomposition bearing in mind that 

5i months have elapsed? 

Chua J.: Yes.

A. I cannot answer this problem till 

D I have investigated the matter

personally, my Lord. 

Q. Did you try to investigate when you first embarked on your

test?

A. No, my Lord, but I shall endeavour though perhaps without 

E success to find out what impurities afterwards, 

D.P.P.: Precisely the point, doctor. 

Chua J.: Yes. 

Q. That is precisely the point, doctor, you have not carried

out a test so far to ascertain what the impurities are? 

P A. This is correct.
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Y/AITER RIM'TOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.P..P.) (contd.)

A D.P.P.: My Lord, I have one other aspect

to cross—examine this doctor on. 

Chua J..° All right, we will adjourn now. 

D.P.P.: Yes, my Lord, 

Chua J.: Ad. journ to half-past two.

B D.P.P.: May it please you, my Lords.

(Court adjourns at 12.59 p.m. to 2.30 p.nu 
12.7.76).

Wiss Leong 
@ 2.30 p.m. 
12.7.76,
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WALTER RlhTOtJL

(CF.CSS-EXAMIjiA'JlON -vy DPP) (ctd)

A Chua, Jt Yes, K<r Loh.

DPP i May it please you, Fy Lord. 

Q Dr Pintoul, since the lunch adjournment, did you ring

up your laboratory to see if the GC is ready? 

A Yes, MV Lord. 

?• Q An3 is it ready?

A It is not ready yet, Ky Lord.

Q I.TOW, Dr, put it this way. During the weekend, was anything

done to the GC?

A It was left purging, as the rest of my staff was on duty 

C at the Face Course.

Q nobody looked at it for the whole of the weekend?

A On Saturday and Sunday, no, l-»y Lord,

Q £>r, do y°u agree with roe that decomposition of morphine

base is different from conversion, decomposition of morphine 

D base is different from conversion? 

A Conversion into what? 

Q Conversion of say, codeine into morphine or morphine into

something else.

A Codeine could be converted into morphine, 

E Q Yes, I know. Is it different, decomposition as opposed

to conversion?

A There is a difference between decomposition and conversion. 

Q Decomposition is degradation, a breakdown of the product, a

deterioration of the big molecules into smaller molecules, 

F which really means a breakdown of the product of big molecules 

into smaller molecules, right, Dr?
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WALTER RJiT/OUL

T?Y DPP) (ctd)

A Yes, TV Lord.

Q ow, conversion is really a-process created by chemical 

reaction, sparked off by chemical reaction?

A Or by light, phyto-chemistry.

Q How do you spell it?

A P-h-y-t-o chemistry.

Q Which really means that light creates some form of chemical 

reaction?

A That's correct, Ky Lord.

Q i>'ow, -Jr, you have mentioned to us that according to the 

Tritish Pharmocopoeia, 1973, morphine and codeine should, 

you said, in fact should be protected from light and 

therefore should be kept in well sealed containers, and 

from here, the inference from the BP is decomposition 

would take place. l-;ow, Dr, would decomposition take place 

under normal circumstances, say, normal room liqht as 

opposed to sunlight?

A Yes, Fy Lord.

Chua, Ji Normal room light means electrical licfht? 

A That is the reason, Ky Lord, why I asked Scientific 

Services for their standard as my standard is 10, 

15 years old anrl there is no longer pure point.

Q i-ever mind about that. About your sample, now, Dr, do you 

acrree with me that the effect of light depends, on morphine 

or codeine, depends on the type of light?

A It would depend — The rate would depend on the type of light.
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WALTER RliTOUL

(C^CSS-EXAtfli'ATION ?Y DPP) (ctd)

A Chua, Jt Fate of what?

DPP » Pate of type of light. 

Chua, Ji ^ate of type of light? 

DPP t No, My Lord, rate of decomposition.

Q i-'ow, by decomposion it means that the morphine loses its 

B potency, is that right, Dr? 

A That is correct, J'y Lord.

Q ^ow, ;0r, assuming that in Jan this year, the morphine 

was found to be 60% in pure weight—-

Chua, Jt 6O% in? 

C DPP i Pure weight.

Chua, J» Pure weight.

DPP i. Yes, pure weight,60% pure morphine in Jan. 

Q~Then decomposition t it only means that the amount of morphine

would decreas e, is that right, Dr? It should then be 

D decomposition?

A That would depend, I'y Lord, on the type of impurities present. 

Q i ow,Jr, you are goinq on to conversion. I don't want to 

no to conversion. i : ow, jJr, I am not going into conversion. 

I am still on decomposition, losing its potency, the morphine. 

E What I am asking here, should there be decomposition,

decomposition would be to the extent of the decrease in 

the amount of morphine over a period of time. Is that 

right, Dr? 

A Speakinq about decomposition, yes, *y Lord,
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WALTER RIl-'TOUL

(C^CSS-EXAMIl'ATld; EY DPP) (ctd ) r

L Q row, still on the question of rate of decomposition of
the morphine. Kow, Dr, you have told us the rate of decom 
position would depend on the type of light. Dr, whereas 
sunlight would have strong effect on morphine, normal 
room light, electrical light, would have negligible effect, 
would you agree?

A Vy Lord, flourescent light would have more effect than 
foul1- light.

3 low, ->r, be it flourescent or bulb licrht, the effect,
as compared with sunlight, will be negligible still. 

: ' A It will still be present, >y Lord.

Q ~ut at a negligible rate, is that not right, Dr?
A It still depends, lry Lord, on the type of impurities present.
Q ,i oV we are going into conversion again. I don't want to go 

into conversion yet. Stick to decomposition, Dr. The effett 
would be quite negligible?

A >'y Lord, if there is an oxidation factor in the impurities 
then decomposition would be more rapid.

Q ] ow, Dr, whereas the effect of the decomposition is very 
great if the morphine is placed in open air under sunlight, 
the effect in a strong room where it is closed all the time, 
the effect would be negligible?

A If it is properly closed, ?y Lord.

Q The effect will >^e even less if the morphine is well sealed 
in an envelope, even though not a container?

A i y Lord, the envelope is not air-tight.
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WALTEPx PvIITOUL

(CPOSS-EXAMIJTATIOH "Y DPP) (ctd)

A Q But still it is sealed. The effect will be even less. 

A The effect will be less.

Q i ow, Dr, basing on Mr Lim Han Yong's figures arrived at after 

analysis, 5% months apart, would you agree with me there was 

very little decomposition,if there was any decomposition? 

'? A According to his results, My Lord, there would seem to be

little decompsoition.

Q Thank you, Dr. Now, or, we go on to the point of conversion. 

You have told this Court if there is moisture present in 

the morphine, under certain circumstances, with the impurities 

C being unknown, codeine which is methyl morphine, will lose

the methyl, thereby becomina morphine. You have told us this. 

Dr. what are those conditions which can make such conversion 

possible, the methyl losing the methyl group and becoming 

morphine? 

0 A -Mostly alkaline conditions.

Q What do you mean alkaline condition? I am not familiar, Dr.

Nould you explain to Their Lordships? 

A I think we all know what acid is, and the opposite of acid

is alkaline. 

2 DFP t T^is answer is, we all know what acid is and the

opposite of acid is alkaline. 

A In the presence of moisture. 

Q In the presence of moisture?

A Moisture must be present for this reaction to go forward. 

F If moisture is present, then reaction will take place.
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WALTER *?I!«TOUL

(CPOSS-EXAFINATIOil £Y DPP) (ctd)

A Q The alkaline will react with the? 

A With the codeine.

Q And the moisture acting as a catalyst? 

A .As a vehicle.

Chua, Js If moisture is present?

DPP i Then the alkaline will react with the codeine, with

the moisture as a vehicle. 

Q ^o become morphine? 

A Yes.

Q So in this case, what you are trying to tell us, alkaline 

C is one of the impurities.

A ly Lord, I don't know what the impurities are as yet. 

Q i'o, no, Dr» I am askinc you, are you. suggesting alkaline

is an impurity? 

A It could be an impurity.

D Q It could be an impurity. What I am asking you is for this 

process to react, alkaline must be an impurity and the 

impurity reacts with the codeine, with moisture as a vehicle 

for conversion, right, Dr? Dr, any other conditions? 

A Lir^ht would accelerate it. 

S Q well, acceleration by light. Any other conditions?

A These are the only ones I can think of, I'y Lord, offhand, 

Q ) ow, Dr, have you any authority to say so? 

A Hot with me.

Q You are sayincr this from jour personal knowledge? 

F A Yes.
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WALTER PIHTOUL

(CROSS-EXAKINATIOI? ^Y DPP) (ctd)

A Q How, i)r, you have told us that codeine is methyl morphine. 

We are quite clear about that. Do you agree with me that 

there is an ether linkage which connects the methyl group 

to the oxygen atom. There is an ether linkage which connects 

the methyl group to the oxygen atom, do you agree v/ith me? 

A Hot entirely.

Q < ow, ur, when you say not entirely, what do you mean? 

A The methyl group replaces the hydrogen group, replaces

the hydrogen atom.

Q Dr, we -are talking about codeine only. 

C A Codeine, yes.

Q Do you agree with me, there is a bond, there is a strong 

ether linkage which connects the methyl group to the oxygen 

atom. Dr, this is my question, I am not talking about any 

other thing, I am talking about codeine. 

D A Kay I draw the formula of codeine for you.

Q Dr, I have got certain — Dr, I give you certain drawings of 

Chua, Ji Adapted from where? 

DPP i It is a drawing to see whether the doctor agrees.

In fact, ly Lord, it is the formula of codeine and of 

E morphine. It is a drawing, the correct formula, the

structure- —

A I have written out a structure, 

Q We see yours then. Dr.

DPP t My Lord, since the doctor drew it out, we will 

F accept his. I shan't exhibit mine. I have one which

is more accurate.
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WALTER RIITTOUL

(CF*OSS-EXAFINATIOi>: PY DPF) (ctd)

A Q You are drawing us a structure of codeine? 

A One of codeine, one of morphine. 

Q We don't want morphine, we want codeine. Vvould you hc.nd

that up to Their Lordships.

Ex Ho D5 Chua, J: D5. It is written down here, codeine. 

^ DPP J Yes, My Lord. In fact, it is wrong.

I will have it photostated later, My Lord.

Q One part of the structure has got the words CK 0 - that is 

the part I am referrina to. There is this ether linkage, 

which gives the methyl group the oxygen atom, right, Dr, 

C CH30?

A This is a phenomenic group in which the hydrogen

of morphine is replaced by a methyl group. 

Q The linkage is CK linked to 0, right> Dr?

Chua, Ji Linked to? 

'-.?: DPP t 0, Oxygen. CH is the ether group,

Q Dr, do you agree with me the bond here f the linkage is a

very stable linkage? 

A I would not agree, ly Lord.

.•;. oo
3.2.7.7S
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WALTER RIITTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P,}(cont'd.)

A Q. O.K. you do not agree. Kow, do you agree with me that it 

requires drastic chemical reaction - do you agree that it 

requires drastic chemical reaction to break this link between 

the methyl group and the oxygen atom? 

A. In a very short space of time, yes, my Lord. 

B Chua, J. s It requires——what?

D.P.r.: Drastic chemical reaction, my Lord, to break 

the link between the methyl and the oxygen 

atom.

Q. Doctor, what was your answer? 

C A. In a very short space of time, yes.

Q. Now, Doctor, it is almost impossible for conversion under 

normal circumstances, conversion of codeine into morphine, 

breaking the link as I have said? 

A. Over a period it can happen, my Lord. 

D Chua, J. '. Conversion of codeine?

D.p.p.; Into morphine, my Lord, under normal

circumstances), the Doctor's answer was over 

a period it can happen.

Q. Now, Doctor, let me produce to you an article--—

E D.P.P. : My Lord, the book is known as Organic Chemistry.

It is known as Organic Chemistry by Peiser & 

Feiser, 3rd Edition, my Lord, page 136 and 137. 

Chua, J. : \Ve will mark that.

D.P.P.: My Lord, may it be marked prosecution exhibit 

P P.22, my Lords.
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.P.P. )(cont'd.)

A Q. Doctor,, could you read out the last paragraph of page 136

"Properties of Ether"?

A. Isy Lord^ may I see this book and see the date of publication. 

Q. You can have the book, it is the 3rd Edition.

Chua, J. s What year,, is it? 

B D.P.P.: % Lord, I believe it is 195-—something.

Witness: 1956, ray Lord, published. 

Q. Now, Dodtor, would you read out "Properties of Ether :: ?

A. (Witness reads): "Ethers are inert substances in
comparison with alcohols, and approach

C saturated hydrocarbons in general lack
of pronounced chemical affinity. They 
do not react with sodium and are 
undamaged by treatment at moderate 
temperatures with strong acids or bases.

D Although ethers slowly undergo some
peroxidation on prolonged contact with 
air, an ether group in a complex molecule 
is resistant to attack by chemical 
oxidizing agents and will survive

E oxidation of a double bond or of a
primary or secondary alcoholic group."

Q. That is enough, Doctor.

A. My Lord, this paragraph does not refer to codeine. It

refers to phenol. 

P Q. Now, Doctor, let me ask you the question: what you have read

to us would suggest that ether group is not-——the ether

linkage cannot be broken so easily, do you agree? 

A. This article, my Lord, does not refer to codeine. 

Q. Now, Doctor, do you agree first with me that this paragraph 

G that you have just read would suggest that ether linkage

cannot bo so easily broken, would you agree with me? 

A. Generally speaking, that is correct, my Lord.
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WALTER RIETOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont*d.)

A Q. Right, Doctor, you can go ahead and explain right now, what

do you want to explain, Doctor? 

A. This is on a simple phenol not a complicated molecule like

codeine.

Q. You are saying that codeine is a complex——• 

B A. Complicated large molecule.

Q. It is a complicated molecule?

A. Large molecule but as phenol, as in this paragraph, it is a

simple molecule.

Q. But, Doctor, the paragraph that you've just read out refers 

C to complex molecule, in fact starting from the word "Although 

ethers slowly undergo some peroxidation on prolonged contact 

with air an ether group in a complex molecule is resistant 

to attack by chemical oxidizing agents and will survive 

oxidation of a double bond or of a primary or secondary 

D alcoholic group" - it refers, in fact, Doctor, to a complex

molecule which you have just stated codeine to be. 

A. But the article also says ethers slowly undergo peroxidation 

Q. Right, Doctor, what I am more interested in is that this

article suggests that ether cannot be broken up so easily - 

E the ether linkage cannot be broken up so easily, Doctor, that 

is my pointj to break up the ether linkage would require 

drastic chemical reaction, that is the point. 

A. For a quick result, my Lord.
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by D.F.P.)(cont'd.)

A Q. And this chemical reaction cannot be produced under: oiormal 

circumstances like the one that you mentioned — alkaline 

reacting with codeine under the vehicle——under moisture, it 

cannot be created that easily.

A. This may be a legal opinion, it is not my opinion, my Lord. 

3 Q. Now, just to make matters very clear then, Doctor, codeine 

or methyl morphine - codeine or methyl morphine is really 

the phenolic methyl or ether morphine.

D.P.P.: Ifiy Lord, codeine or methyl morphine is really

phenolic methyl ether of morphine. 

C Q. Is thab correct, Doctor, codeine or methyl morphine is

phenolic methyl ether of morphine, that is the definition 

of codeine?

A. I think from a layman's point of view we will accept this. 

Q. Now, Doctor, to give you an example of drastic chemical 

D reaction, now, codeine can be de-methylated to morphine by 

heating codeine to 220 degrees Centigrade or you call it 

Celsius - 220 degrees Centigrade - with pyridine hydrochloric 

Chua, J.; Pardon?

D.P.P.5 Pyridine hydrochloride. 

E Q. Doctor, do you agree? 

A. I do not disagree.

Q. And my authority for saying so is this——— 

Chua, J»: He does not disagree.

D.P.P.; Right, my Lord, I shall skip it.
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WALTER' RINTOUL 

(Cross-examination by B.P.P.) (corit'd.)

A Q. Now y this surely shows us how drastic the chemical reaction 

is, Doctor, 220 degrees Centigrade and you must have 

something added to it, in this case, pyridinc hydrochloriclc? 

A. This is for quick results, my Lord. 

Q. Now, Doctor, even slow results, how slow? 

B Chua, J.: Even——what?

D.P.P.; This is for quick results, his answer, ny

Lords. 

Q. Now, under normal circumstances without any interference

from human beings, can you really tell us that codeine can 

C be reacted under normal circumstances to become morphine? 

You have heard the conditions, normal storage condition, 

normal light, be it flourescent or bulb light, no third 

party intervention, can there be such a chemical reaction? 

A. I believe such a chemical reaction can take place, my Lord. 

D Q. You believe such a chemical reaction can take place. Why

do you believe so? 

A. Slowly. 

Q. Slowly?

D.?? ,P. '. I asked him why can it take place and his 

S answer is "slowly", my Lord.

A. And the B.P. again warns that codeine should be kept in

well-closed container protected from light for that purpose. 

Q. Now, Doctor, can there be reaction to such a great extent 

as to create 46.38 grams of morphine?
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WALTER RINTOJL

(Cross-examination by D."\P. )(cont'd.)

A Chua, J. : Can there be——?

D.P.P.s Can there be reaction, my Lord, even- 

though slowly, to such a great extent as 

to create 46.38 grams of morphine. 

Q. Pure morphine here, Doctor.

B A. !"y Lord, I would like to express my opinion on this when I've 

finished my own quantitation.
i

Q. No, Doctor, please express an opinion now.

Chua, J.: "I would like to express an opinion after*!—?

A. Ifiy complete quantitation. 

C Q. Pardon?

A. Complete quantitation. 

Q. Can you express an opinion now? 

Chua, J.s Mr. Loh, please.

D.P.P.: I am sorry, my Lord. 

D Chua, J.: You are not prepared now?

A. It will be a matter of opinion, my Lord,

not a matter of facts. I think we are more 

concerned with facts than opinion.

Q. Now, Doctor, this is precisely what you are doing, you do not 
E know how much moisture is in the substance, you do not know 

what impurities are there and yet you venture an opinion 

that there could be chemical reaction, and this is precisely 
what you are doing, speculating, Doctor.
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WALTER RINTOUL 

(Cross-exrunination by D.P.P. )(cont *d.)

A A. Ey Lord, I notice from my own pure standards which have been 

here for 15 to 20 years——decomposition--~and as such I 

usually ask the Department of Scientific Services who have 

more pure samples, to get them more conveniently, for their 

pure standards rather than use my own ones and they have been 

B most co-operative.

Q. Yes, Doctor, you are not answering me. I am saying that you 

are speculating because you do not know the moisture content 

and the type of impurities in the morphine hydrochloride. 

You are speculating yourself that there could be a chemical 

C reaction.

A. I don't think at this point anyone knows what the impurities 

and the moisture content really is. It has not been stated 

in Court up till now.

Q. Now, Doctor, alkaline reacting in morphine, how much alkaline 

D is it? Does it require for it to react with codeine, how

much? 

A. I may have to define the term but if the r.H. were around

alkalinity of 8.5——— 

Q. What is P.H.?

E A. The -F.H. is a scale from zero to 14 ' 7 being neutral; below 

7 is acid; 7 to 14 is alkaline and the base extraction 

method for morphine is between a P.H. of 8.5 and 9. 

Q. In simple layman's language? 

A. I am trying to put it as simple as I can.
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WALTER RII'TOUL

(Cross-examination by p.P.P.)(cont'd.)

A Q. How much alkaline is required?

A. Alkaline to a P.H. of 8.5 or more. 

Q. '//hat is P.H.?

A. It is a logarithmic scale of—— 

Chua, J.o How much alkaline?

B D.P.P. s My Lord, only the Doctor can——— 

A. P.H. is a logarithmic scale.

Chua, J. s How much alkaline is required? You gave some

figure just now. 

A. 8.5 and upwards, my Lord.

C Q. 1-Iow, Doctor, I do not think you need go far into that but 

I thought I understand the exhibit to be acidic because it 

is raorphine hydrochloride. So if at all there should be any 

alkaline it would be negligible because the substance is 

acidic in nature, isn't that so? 

D A. '? :y Lord, the amount of hydrochloride present, as far as I

know, has not yet been established - the amount of hydrochloride 

acid present has not yet been established. 

Q. Doctor, aqueous is really watery eolution of this substance,

it is acidic and not alkaline, isn't it? 

E A. If it is pure.

Q. Right, Doctor, in'this case is more acidic than alkaline? 

A« I iiavc not tested it and Mr. Lim has not given evidence 

whether it, is acidic or alkaline as far as I loiow.
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WALTER RIFTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont'd.)

A Q. Doctor, Jrou seem to be so interested in moisture and

impurities, why haven't you earlier go on and tested it ~ so 

simple a tost to see whether it is acidic or alkaline? 

A. So far, my Lord, I have not yet had the time - that is item

fto. 1- — 

B Q. You haven't had the time?

A. Secondly, my Lord, I think the most important factor in this 

case is how much morphine is actually present and that is my 

principal concern of finding that factor.

Chua, J.; Yes.

C Q. Doctor, that would appear to be your wain preoccupation but 

at the same time you mentioned quite a lot of things about 

moisture and impurities, hence you make mo ask you this 

question then. Now, if I.Jr. Lirn's figures, 5lr months apart, 

are truo and accurate do you agree that there has been little 

D or no conversion during these 5s months, is that right, 

Doctor?

Chua, J. : Have you asked him before?

D.P.P. '. T-'ly Lord, that is in relation to decomposition

now is conversion. 

E A. My Lord, the question was asked "if" and therefore the

.answer would be yes.

Q. All right, you can answer yes; Doctor, I asn not trying to 

trap you, I am basing on facts and figures here. 

Chua, J.: Yes.
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WALTER KINTOUL

(Cross-ectamination by D.F.P.)(cent'd. )

A Q. Now, % Doctor, you have mentioned to us codeine can be

converted to morphine, now I ain going one step further •- 

morphine can be converted into heroine by chemical reaction, 

again is that right? 

A. Very easily. 

B Chua, J.: Heroine?

D.P.P.: Yes y my Lord, morphine into heroine. 

Chua, J.• And the answer is?

D.P.P.s Answer; Very easily. 

A. By chemical reaction.

C Q. Ye??, I have said that by chemical reaction. Now, Doctor, all 

those 3 substances that I have just mentioned they are all 

derivatives of opium?

Chua, J. i Codeine——?

D.r.v.j Codeine, morphine, heroine, they are all 

D derivatives of opium.

A. Theru are 20 alkaloids or drugs in opium, my Lord. 

Chua, J.: Pardon? Yes, they are derivatives?

D.P.r. : I am sorry, my Lord, I have asked the wrong

question. 

E Q. Codeine and morphine, codeine and heroine are derivatives

of morphine, is that not right, Doctor? 

A. Heroine can be made into a derivative of morphine. 

Q. And as ?nuch as codeine can be also?

A. Codeine can be converted „ morphine can be converted into 

P codeine by dia-methyl y by a special chemical reagent.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P,P. )(cont*d.)

A Q. My question is this: codeine and heroine are derivatives
of morphine? 

A. That is correct. 

Q. That is correct, that is what I want, and morphine comes
from opium? 

B A. That is correct, the main source.

Q. The main source, the root of all evil. Now, Doctor, do you 
agree with me that it does not matter what is the source of 
morphine?

A. Can you speak up?

C Q. Do you agree with me that it does not matter whatever may be 
the source of morphine, whether it comes direct from opium 
or whether it comes from a chemical reaction from codeine, 
it dous not matter?

A. Whether it is a synthetic or natural it makes no difference. 
D Q. Do you agree? 

A. I would agree.

Q. DO you agree with me that it matters not where morphine comes 
from

D.P.P. : My Lord, whether synthetic or natural. 
E Chua, J.: Yes.

Q. And Doctor, just one step further: I say this because it is 
not spelt out in the Misuse of Drugs Act, that if a person 
has possession of morphine which comes by way of chemical 
reaction from codeine he is exempted from the Act, the Act 

p does not say so.

A, I anr not a lawyer, my Lord, so I do not know the answer.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Cross-examination by D.P.P.)(cont'd.)

Chua, J. : There is no point in putting that s.oart of

question to him. 

D.P.P.: No, my Lord, I am just commenting on the

fact, my Lord. 

Chua, J.• You are just commenting?

D.P.P.: Yes, my Lord. 

A. That question is no concern of mine, my Lord.

(cont'd.)

John @ 3-30 p.m. 
12.7.76
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A D.P.P. i Ily Lord, I have cross-exaninad Dr. Rintoul enough. 

Chua,J. ; Re-examination? 

I.ir. Chaiis Ye s { 3 list a few questions, ray Lord.

(He-examination "by Ilr. Clian)

Q. Kov;, you said ia tho cross-examination you conducted 

B the quantitative test sonic time this year in connection 

•./ith another case coming up in the High Courts can 

you remember roughly when youconducted this test? 

A.I.3y rocollocticn, rjy Lord, would be inthc :.iont'i of June. 

Q. In the aon3ijL of June?

C A. Perhaps, Mr. Lin, is tiiat correct?—— Mr. Lin, in 

tho month of June?

Cliua,J. : No, No, you don't ask--— 

A. ISy recolloction is tho month of June. 

Q. Tliis yoar, is it? 

D A. Eiis year.

Q. That was the quantitative tost?

A. Quantitative gas chromotogra.yh test.

Q. Now, Dr. Rintoul, you did say in the cross-examination

that in tho T.L.G. method used by you the product v/as 

E nore restricted, was gore restricted in an area, 

\vhcrcas the method, P,C. method, used by, tint is 

the paper chronotograph, used by Ilr. Lin v/as not 

restricted at all, the P.O. method used by Mr. Lia 

was not restricted at all. Now what
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WALIEH RINTOUL

(Ro-cxaninatioii by Mr. C&an) (contd,) 

A Q.(ctd.) was this fact, what significance was tliis fact?

What was the significance of this?

A. I want to answer this question simply to keep matters 

as simple as possible. In thin layer chromotography 

like something in a straight lino—— 

B Chua,J.: Like something in a——?

A. It's like something in a straight line - 

whereas in paper chromotography you can 

wander, you can wander, you don*t have to 

keep within the limits of the two linos,

C and therefore you have a concentration within

the two lines of the two drugs in which 

we arc interested.

Q. These two drugs, you mean morphino and codeine? 

A« In a concentrated fora, 

D Q. Yes?

A. And thereby see the density of the reaction, 

Chua,J.: Whereby what——?

A. •—whereby we can see the density of the

colour reaction. 

E Q. if'/ill this in a way achieve greater accuracy because

you can sue the density of the colour reaction? 

A. That is correct,my Lord. 

Q. Ilr. Chan: My Lord, his answer is that you achieve

greater accuracy because you can sec the 

F density of the colour reaction.
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WAL'JCSR RINTOUL

(Re-examination "by Ur. Clian) (contd.)

A V/itnoss: If I may acid, iay Lords similarly T.L.C.

lias more or loss taken over from paper 

chromotography.

Q.Now you also told the Court that the T.L.C, method used 

by you was more up-to-date v/hon compared with the P.O. 

B method used by Mr. Lim?

A. I have just answered that question, my Lord.

Mr. Chans My Lord, I think this question I tliink I 

can withdraw because he did mention 

greater accuracyt

0 Q. No\7 you did tell the Court that on the 1st July, 1976, 

when you went to the Department of Scientific Services, 

when they took out the scaled envelope it v/as not n 

a well coaled container. Do you remember you said 

that in the cross-examination? 

D A. I would not describe it, ,y Lord, as a product

covered in a well closed container, protected from 

light, as mentioned in the B.P. 

Q. Now we have talked a lot about impurity. How will

the question of impurity affect the results of your 

E finalysis?

A. fche answer to that question, my Lord, is unpredictable,

not knowing what impurity exists, 

Q. Am I correct to say that this will affect the

certainty, the question of impurity will affect the 

P certainty of an analysis?
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Re-oxaminatior* by Ilr. Chan) (contd.)

A Q. No;/ in our case hero v/ill tlic question of impurity 

\affect the ratio of codeine and morphine? Will 

this question oi impurity affect the question of 

/ratio botv/oen codeine and morphine?

A. That again, my Lord, depends on knowing the type of 

B impurity present.

Q. Allright, fair enough. So in other words, certain 

kinds of impurity may affect the ratio of codeine and 

norphine, you sec, it depends on what type of 

impurity. So certain types of impurity may affect 

C the type of-—— 

A. May, may.

Ilr. Chant ISy Lord, the answer is, it may. 

Q. Kov/ is it up to now you still have not conducted any

colour nitrate test? 

D D.P.P.: He has given adequate explanation.

Mr.Chan: IJy Lord, in fact it is mentioned I think

in the cross-examination—— 

Chua,J.2 If I remember—-

D.P.P. : Uy learned friend asked him why ho lias not, 

E up to this day.

Chua,J.: And he also gave the reason.

D.P.P.s He kept on mentioning, for the sake of

accuracy he prefers not to.

Mr. Chan: Allright, in this case I think I withdraw 

P this question.
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WALOUSH RINTOUL

(Re-examination by Mr. Chan) (contd,)

A Q. I.3y next quostion is this; ;»liy is it for or up to 

dato you liavo not conducted any test to find out 

whether there is anyinipurity? 

A. IJy Lord, pure codeine hydrochloride and pure morphine

hydrochloride v;ould be pure white. As faras I undor- 

B stand froa evidence in this Court, and these two

blocks wore not of that particular colour, there must 

be aone type of impurity present. It will have to 

be investigated - it nay merely be a binding agent. 

Q. Allright, Doctor, I think wo can stop. Now can I 

C ask you this questions as far as we are concerned

what is the best tine, according to you, what is the 

best tirao to conduct any test to find out whether 

there is any impurity, what is the best time to do it? 

A. At the tiriv^ of the seizure, my lord.

D Q. Allright, assuming there \7as 110 such test carried out 

at the tirae of seizure, what is, can you think of any 

best tiue where you can—- Assuming there was no such 

test conducted at the dato of seizure, what is the 

next best time to conduct this test? 

E A. As soon as possible.

D'Cotta: At a suitable opportunity!

Q. Allright, can I put it this way: is ±t correct to say 

that it is better to wait until the rcstuls of the 

quantitative test are known, then you should conduct 

F such a test?
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WALTER RINTOOL

(Re-examination "by Mr. Chan) (contd.) 

A D.P.P. ; My Lord, the Witness has answered his

question adequately. Why is ny learned 

friend putting it round and round? 

Chua, J.: You see, tlic bost time is the tino of

seizure. 

B Mr. Chan: Allright, my Lord, I don't think I \vill

proceed on this point.

Q. Now, Dr. Riiitoul, v-/hat do you mean just now whon you 

answered my learned friend in his cross-examination, 

you said speaking on decomposition, "There could be 

C decrease of morphine in January 1976," if my notes are 

correct?—— Or perhaps ray learned friond can correct 

me? Just now did you say, speaking on decomposition, 

it would bo correct to say that there might be decrease 

of morphine ia January, in January, because—— 

D A. I said there night have been a decrease in moisture 

since January.

Mr. Chan2 Lloisturc, not morphine. My Lord, I thinlr 

the Witness ia saying what he rioant: 

there might be a decrease of moisture in

E January as distinct from July, my Lord. 

Q. Now, Dr. Rintoul, just one last point: what actually 

do you mean just now when you said from a layman's 

point of -view you agree with my learned friend that 

codeine or methyl morphine is phenolic methyl ethor of 

1' morphine? You mean that is so from a layman's point of 

A. That's right.
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WALTER RINTOUL

(Ro-exanination by Mr. Chan) (contd.)

A Q. In other words, from a professional point of view—— 

A. A clienist would really call it methyl morphine. 

Q. Can you repeat?

A. A chemist would really call it methyl morphine* 

Q. You moan instead of calling it——•?

B A. I think you would not want to complicate the matter 

further.

Mr. Chan: My Lord, in that case, that*s all in

re~examinati on.

Chua,J.: Thank you, Dr. Rintoul* 

C Witness: Idy Lord; may I have your permission to

leave the Court, subject to recall? 

ChuaiJ.il Yes, subject to recall. 

Witness: Thank you, my Lord. 

Mr. Chan: I think, may I also point out that I 

D understand from Dr. Rintoul that at the

moment—- I don't know how soon can we 

know the final result? 

Chua,J.: I think he said in his report here, he

says early this week.

E Witness: I said last week, I hoped by Friday.

I am hoping, my Lord, that the columns 

'work soon. On the other hand, if 1 can 

use the instrument of Scientific Services, 

I can go thoro and spend half-a~day ii 

P I do not wish to hold back this c^
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WALTER RINXOUL

A Chua,J.J But if you are to uso oquipnont——

Witness: I beg your pardon?—• We havo the saoo

equipment, my Lord, wo havo exactly the

sane equipment.

Chua,J.: I know, but if you are to uso your own 

B equipment, how long would it take?

Witness: It nas taken longer than expected so far,

my Lord.

Chua,J.: But Counsel for the Accused is asking when? 

I jr. Chan: ?/hon isthe next hearing of the case? 

C Chua,J.: \Ve will continue hearing - you have not

made any application? You havo to make

an application and wo will havo to hoar

your application and then decide. 

Mr. Chan: I laalce application to adjourn this case, 

D subject to-—

Chua,J.: No, No, you woro asking him how long

Dr. Rintoul rail take over his quantitative

test using his own equipment?

Witness: I would not like to make a promise, my Lord, 

E and not keep it.

Chua, J.: So you are uncertain?

Witness: The instrument is being purged day and night

to expedite as fast as possible a decision

with accuracy.
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WALTER RINTOUI

A Chua,J.: So you can't say, Mr. Chan?

Mr, Chan: Yes, because, ray Lord, my difficulty is 

this: I am ready to proceed but waiting 

for the full result of tho analysis, and 

I amin no position—— 

B Chua,J.: Allright, you mako an application and we

will hear you, you give the reasons. 

Mr. Chan: 13y Lord, may—— 

Cliua,J.: Dr. Rintoul wants to be released. 

(Witness steps down and is released*)

C Mr. Chan: Ify Lord, may I make an application to adjourn 

this case to whatever time the Court thinks fit 

because at the time now we are waiting for tho full 

result. Can I make an application to whatever tine—— 

Chua,J.: What do you mean by whatever time? Are you 

D applying to adjourn to such time as Dr. Rintoul is 

able to release his results of a quantitative test, 

is that your application?

Mr. Chan: Yes, that is correct, my Lord, much obliged. 

Chua,J.: Is that your only reason? Hiat are tho other 

B reasons? Eiere is no other reason?

ftp. Chan: Because, my Lord, once the full results are
known—- 

Chua,J.: Are you hoping to establish that it is going to

be less than 30 grams or what? What is it you are 

P trying to establish?
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A Mr. Chans My Lord, it is very difficult for ino to say
because——

Chua,J.: Kiis offence carries the death penalty only 

if the amount of morphine is more than 30 grams? 

D.P.P.: My Lord, 30 is tho limit. 

B Chua,J.: Are you making the point that there is a

possibility there may be less than 30 grams? I 

ask this for you to make your point, Mr. Chan* 

Or. Chan: Yes, I make this application* 

Chua,J.: Yeu must satisfy us. Prom the evidence of 

C your expert, is there a possibility——

Mr. ^han; Because, my Lord, Dr. Rintoul in the course of 

cross-examination has answered my learned friend 

he will answer the question whether the decomposi 

tion or chemical reduction can make it loss than 

D 43.35 and his answer is, "I will give my-—" 

Chua, J.: Yes, he has given an answer. 

Mr. Chan: Even Dr. Rintoul, ho willbe able to tell—— 

Chua, J.: So you make an application for adjournment just 

to wait for the result of the test tobe carried out 

E by your expert? What are you hoping to establish

to the satisfaction of the Court, that there arc less 

than 30 grams of morphine? 

Mr. Chan: Yos, if I may say so, my Lord. 

Chua, J.: You may say so. 

F Mr. Chan: Yes, ray Lord, I have.

Chua,J.: It occurred to you, that is your point only when 

I mentioned that.
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A Mr. Chan; No, in fact, my Lord, just now I was trying to

sayv-—, i think it is not propor for no to say-—• 

Chua,J.: There is nothing inthe evidence of Dr. Rintoul, 

ho has riot given any preliminary—— there is nothing 

to suggest there io a possibility - or even that 

B thero is a doubt in this case - that there is a

possibility or probability that there are less than 

30 grarao of morphine in this case. No evidence of 

that at all?

I.]r. Chan: I kiiov.', my Lord, I have to be more precise. 

C Chua,J.: No point being precise. The point is, if you 

are asking for adjournment there must be some 

grounds for it. Just because your chenist is not 

ready with his report I think is not good grounds. 

You must liajrer some basis o: tvhich you make this 

D application?

Mr, Chan: IJy Lord, ay basis is this: rjy client is facing

a very serious offence and—- 

Chua,J.: I don't think that is very"/ground? I don't

know the purpose of your calling this chemist? 

E All I can see is that the only purpose is to try 

and establish that there is a possibility or 

probability that there are less than 30 grams.

Mrt Chan: Vty Lord, that is what we are trying to do.
in 

Chua,*'.: Yes, I did point out that/the evidence of

F Dr. Riutoul he has not given us any figures. He

says his first preliminary test shows 50/50, and then 

the Gr.C. shows something else.
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A lir. Chan: Uy Lord, I was under the impression—• 

Cb.ua,J.: Hire t'of all ho nays 50/50 J codoine and

morphine, and then the Gr.C. shows there is more 

morphine than codcino.

Mr. Chan: But, ny Lord, since the preliminary report 

B v/as tendered as D.2, so, ny Lord, I was thinking that

because of that D.2 is subject to full results? 

Chua,J.: What have you got to say to this, Mr. Loh? 

D.P.P.: Uy Lord, I envisaged that my learned friend

will be doing this. In fact, I have always been 

C pressing him, ay Lord, to let ino know when it is

ready and in fact he made the report so secret—— 

Mr. Chan: No, No. Hy Lord, that is not true I In fact, 

the report is dated 9th of July - I got it on 

the 9th of July. 

D D.P.P.: I don't think there is much merit in this

application for adjournment. 

Mr. Chan: lily Lord, if I may——

Chua,J.: Mr. Chan, I am afraid we \vill have to refuse 

your application for adjournment. Yes, have you 

E got any other witness?

Mr. Chan: My Lord, in fact I have informed the Court on

the 5th of July——

Chua,J.: No0 Mr. Chan, wo have made our ruling. 

Mr. Chan: I have no other witness, my Lord.
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A Chua,J.: Yes, allright then.

You wish to nalcc a submission?

Mr. Chan: I hopo your Lordship will grant no a little 

tine to prepare my submission. In fact, if you 

want nc to make it now, I hope you will give no a 

B short adjournment2

Chua,J.: Very well, wo will adjourn till tomorrow at 

half-past 10. 

Dr. Rintoul is excused. He need not come back*

(Court adjourns at 3*55 P»n., 12,7«76 to 
10.30 a.m. on 13th July, 1976.)
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•i *'*' Notes
10.30 a.uj. Hearing resumes. 
13.7.76-

Chua J.: Ye si. that is your case, Mr.Chan? 

l-Sr.Chan: Yes, my tords, 

Chua J.: Yes, Mr.Chan.

Ilr. 'fliomas Chan - 10.30 a.m. to 11.00 a.m. 

D.P.P. - 11.00 a.m. to 11,18 a.n.

(otd.)
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FINDINGS OF THE COURT 
Chua, Ji

A Will you ask the Accused to stand up?

Hill you tell the Accused that we find that he knew he 

was carrying morphine and we also find that the Prosecution 

has proved its case beyond reasonable doubt. We find him 

guilty of the charge and he is convicted. 

B Does he wish to say anything before sentence is passed?

Accused i 1'Othinn to say.

Will you tell the Accused there is only one sentence 

the Court can pass in this case.

( SILEFC3 IS CALLED ) 

C (DEATH SBirt'ElvCE IS PASSED)

DPP i Ky Lord, exhibits to the Customs Dept? 

Chua, Ji Exhibits to the Customs Dept. 

All right, Court is adjourned.

(COURT ADJOURFS AT 11.20an> 01? 13.7.76)
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IN THE HIGH COUHT OF TIH REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE

Criminal Case No. 10 of 1976

Public Prosecutor

VB

Teo Hook Seng 

Loh Lin Kok (Hiss Koh Lay Wah

with him) for the Public Prosecutor 

Thomas Chan for the Accused.

Coram; Chua J
' p'Cotta J

A The accused was charged before us as follows :—

"That you, Teo Hook Seng, are hereby charged 
that you on or about the ^th day of January 
1976 at about 2*45 p.m. at Woodlands Customs 
Checkpoint, Singapore, did unlawfully traffic 
in a controlled drug specified in Class A of 
Part I of the First Schedule of the Misuse 
of Drugs Act, 1973 (No.5 of 1973) to wit, 
46.38 grammes of morphine, and you have 
thereby committed an offence under section 3(a) 
of the Misuse of Drugs Act, 1973t punishable 
under section 29 of the aforesaid Act, 1973*"

3 The accused claimed trial. At the conclusion of 

the trial the accused was convicted and sentenced to 

death against which conviction and sentence he now appeals. 

The facts of the case are as follows :-

At...
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A At 2.45 p.m. on the 9th January 1976, a taxi

bearing registration No.SH4481B drove into the Singapore 

Woodlands Customs Checkpoint Car Bay No.10 from Johore 

Bahru with five occupants comprising the driver, a 

Chinese lady with her child who sat next to the driver, 

three male Chinese who sat in the rear one of whom is 

the accused who sat immediately behind the driver next

B to the offside rear door.

In accordance with the usual practice, officers 

of the Customs and Excise Department approached this 

taxi for a routine check. Customs Officer 1777, one 

Abbas bin Hayat (P.W.2), who was on duty at that time, 

approached this taxi while his colleague, Senior Customs 

Officer 1000, one IJohamed Hashim, went to the other side

C of the taxi where he asked the passengers in general

whether they had anything to declare. Customs Officer 

Abbas then asked the taxi driver to open the boot of the 

taxi for inspection. After inspecting the boot and found 

nothing, he went and opened therear offside door of the 

taxi and asked the accused in Malay whether he had 

anything to declare. The accused replied in the negative.

D Customs Officer Abbas then asked the accused to raise

the leg portion of his bell-bottom trousers. The accused 

lifted the bottom portion of his right trousers in a very 

swift action and as he was about to let it down, Customs

Officer,
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A Officer Abbas saw something bulging from inside the 

sock of the accused's right leg. He immediately 

pulled down the sock and extracted a small newspaper 

wrapping. He took the wrapping and asked the accused 

in Malay what it was. The accused replied in Malay 

that it was medicine for the stomach. Customs Officer 

Abbas then opened the wrapping in the presence of the

B accused, the occupants of the taxi and his colleague, 

Sr. Customs Officer Mohamed Hashim and found therein 

two small blocks of brownish substance wrapped in 

cellophane paper. Suspecting the contents to be drugs, 

Customs Officer Abbas immediately took the accused, 

together with the two blocks of brownish substance, to 

see his superior officer, one Ag. Supt. Lawrence Doray

C in his office at the Customs Checkpoint. Lawrence

Doray suspected the accused was trafficking in drugs 

and arrested him. He weighed the two blocks in the 

presence of the accused and found them to total about 

75 grammes.

At 5.35 p.m. on the same day, Lawrence Doray 

charged the accused with an offence under section 3(a

D of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1973 (No.5 of 1973). The 

charge was read and explained to the accused by the

Interpreter one Lee Seat Chung (P.W.6) of the Customs 
Department. After the charge was read, explained

and,..
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A and understood by the accused, Lawrence Doray then 

administered the usual caution in accordance with 

Schedule "E" of the Criminal Procedure Code. The 

accused thereupon gave a statement to Lawrence Doray. 

The accused was subsequently charged in court on the 

10th January 1976.

The two blocks were subsequently examined and

B analysed by the Government Chemist, Lim Han Yong (P.W.7) 

Mr. Lim in evidence said that he found the two blocks 

to contain morphine hydrochloride and that morphine 

hydrochloride is a salt of morphine and can be obtained 

through reacting morphine with hydrochloric acid. The 

two blocks weighed approximately 75.97 grammes and 

after analysis the Chemist ascertained that there were

C 46.38 grammes of morphine in its pure form. His

findings are reported ±n his two reports - Exhibits P13 

and P14.

Mr. Lim conducted three groups of tests on the 

mixture of homogenous powder which was the result of the 

pulverization of the two blocks. The three groups were :•

1) preliminary screening by way of colour 

D tests and salt tests;

2) confirmation of identity by way of paper

chromatography; and
3)....
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A 3) quantitation and further identification

involving the colour nitrite test and 

gas chromatography.

From the above, Mr. Lim was able to conclude that the 

morphine hydrochloride had a morphine content of 60.2$ 

weight by weight in relation to block Al (Exhibit P9) 

and a morphine content of 63.3$ weight by weight in

B relation to block A2 (Exhibit P10). The total morphine 

contents of these two blocks were 22.17 grammes and 

24.21 grammes respectively totalling 46.38 grammes. 

In further tests conducted by Mr. Lim some time on the 

1st July 1976, as a result of the request by the 

Defence to have their own Chemist examine a sample of 

powder, Mr. Lim came up with some variable results but

C very near those earlier results he had obtained. On

this occasion he found the morphine content of Exhibit P9 

(Block Al) to be 59.2# weight by weight and Exhibit P10 

(Block A2) to be 63.6# weight by weight. According to 

him the variable results were within the statistical 

law of probabilities. Mr. Lim also found in his 

earlier tests conducted some time after the 10th

D January 1976 the presence of codeine in a ratio of

6:1 morphine to codeine in the morphine hydrochloride 

giving it a respective percentage of 10.8# weight by 

weight and 8.5$ weight by weight in respect of Blocks 

Al and A2. In cross-examination Mr. Lim said that

codeine..
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A codeine does not just convert itself into morphine in 

ordinary circumstances. Conversion will only be 

possible by way of chemical reaction with the application' 

of a reagent.

Counsel for the accused challenged the admissibi- 

lity of the accused's cautioned statement. The accused 

said that when the interpreter mentioned the word

B "morphine" to him he was shocked and lost his sense of 

understanding and he told the interpreter that he was 

confused and remained silent. The interpreter then 

told him that he must say something as the Inspector, 

(referring to Lawrence Doray) wanted to take a statement 

from him and he must tell the Inspector what he knew. 

He replied he had nothing to say but the interpreter

C said he must say something and that he could say

anything he liked. At that time he was in a confused 

state of mind so he gave a statement at random and 

could not recollect what he said.

It was submitted on behalf of the accused that 

the cautioned statement was not admissible on two 

grounds (a) that it was not made voluntarily and (b)

D that Lee Seat Chung (P.W.6) the interpreter was not 

a proper person to be the interpreter as he was an 

interested party and was likely to be biased as he
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A was interested to see that the Customs Department, 

where he worked, succeeded in the prosecution. We 

rejected both submissions.

We were satisfied fter hearing the evidence 

before us that the accused understood the charge and 

that the cautioned statement was a free and voluntary 

statement given by the accused and that the accused

B knew what he was saying when he made the Cautioned 

statement. We, therefore, admitted the cautioned 

statement (Bx.PS).

The cautioned statement of the accused reads 

as follows :-

"I admit that I have committed an offertce. for 
gr¥fnQklnff~in~abotA 75 grammes of morphine. 
T wish to plead for leniency because this is my 
first offence, and also I have to support my 
younger brothers and sisters. That is all I 
have to say."

C The accused was charged under section 3 (a) of 

the Misuse of Drugs Act, 1973 that he did unlawfully 

traffic in a controlled drug i.e. morphine. "Traffic" 

as defined in section 2 of the said Act means —

"(a) to sell, give, administer, transport, send,

deliver or distribute; 

(b) ...........

By section 15 of the said Act, "any person who is

proved...
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A proved or presumed to have had in his possession more 

than —

\ 9") • • « • •

(b) 3 grammes of morphine contained in any

controlled drug;

shall, until the contrary is proved, be presumed to 

have had such controlled drug in his possession for the 

B purpose of trafficking therein".

Section 16(1) of the said Act also provides that 

"any person who is proved to have had in his possession 

or custody or under his control —

(a) anything containing a controlled drugj

(b) ......

shall, until the contrary is proved, be presumed to 

C have had such drug in his possession."

Prom the evidence there is no doubt whatever 

that the accused had the morphine in his possession at 

2.45 p.m. on the 9th January, 1976, at the Singapore 

Woodlands Customs Checkpoint and that possession in the 

(Circumstances attracted the presumptions that we have 

set out above. The burden of proof was, therefore, on 

D the accused to rebut the presumption that he had the

morphine in his possession for the purpose of trafficking 

therein. He has to prove on the balance of probabilities

to.».
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A to rebut the presumption and not by just casting a 

on the prosecution's case.

Even if the presumptions do not arise the evidence 

.adduced by the prosecution, in particular the cautioned 

statement of the accused, established a prima facie 

case against the accused that he did unlawfully traffic 

the stated amount of morphine in the charge.

B We were satisfied that the prosecution had made 

out a case against the accused which, if unrebutted, 

would warrant his conviction and therefore called 

upon him for his defence. The accused elected to 

give h.is evidence on oath.

The accused called one witness, Dr. Walter 

Rintoul, a chemist by profession who w.as attached to

C the Department of Chemistry as a Government Chemist 

from 1949 to 1953 and who is now a director of the 

Singapore Testing Laboratory at Bukit Timah Road as 

well as the official analyst to the Malayan Racing 

Association. Dr. Rintoul was given samples of the 

two blocks of brownish substance by the Government 

Chemist Lim Han Yong on the 1st July 1976 marked as

D Al and A2. On his return to his laboratory he

examined these two samples qualitatively by Thin 

Layer Chromatography test (T.L.C.) and by Gas ' 

Chromatography test (G.C.). The results of these

tests..
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tests showed the presence of morphine and codeine.

Dr. Rintoul gave evidence on the afternoon of 

Friday the 9th July, 1976, and he produced a report 

(Exhibit D2) which he had made nut that very morning. 

His report reads :-

"On return to my laboratory I examined these 2 
exhibits qualitatively by T.L.C. and G.C. The 
results of these analysis showed the presence 
of morphine and codeine. 
On 2nd July my assistant Analyst and his 
Laboratory Assistant were in Penang to undertake 
their duties in analysing horse urines for dope. 
On Sunday the 4th July 10:30 a.m. Mr. Thomas 
Chan visited my house fur consultation. 
On Monday afternoon 5th July my assistant analyst 
and my laboratory assistant returned from Penang 
and the G.C. turned on ready for use the following 
day.
On Tuesday 6th July the G.C. was used to do 
quantitative work, but to our dismay it was 
noticed that the packed columns were being blocked 
and therefore had to be repacked and purged. 
This was done on the same afternoon. 
On Wednesday 7th July T.L.C. was"repeated and 
the results showed, and photographs of the results 
taken by me. These results would apparently show 
codeine to be present in large quantity. The 
word apparent is used as codeine may be* more 
sensitive to the spray reagent than morphine. 
The G.C. was also tried but the columns were not 
purged sufficiently for quantitative analysis. 
Morning and afternoon of each day till yesterday 
evening 8th July the columns are not sufficiently 
purged, in spite of the fact that the instrument 
is allowed to run .;ay and night. However, yester 
day evening the columns showed improvement and
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"Morning and afternoon of each day till 
yesterday evening 8th July the columns are 
not sufficiently purged, in spite of the fact 
that the instrument ±a allowed to run day 
and night. However yesterday evening the 
columns showed improvement and quantitative 
results may be possible by early next week.

The initial G.C. results would apparently 
show morphine to be present in greater 
quantity than codeine. The word apparent is 
used as time did not permit us to run 
codeine and morphine standards for comparison.

Finally only quantitation can arrive at the 
true result and this will be done as soon as 
the columns are completely purged.".

A. He said in evidence that the reoults of T.L.C. test

made on the 7th July would apparently show codeine to 

be present in large quantity and from his preliminary 

experiment the codeine and morphine content of Al and A2 

would be approximately 50-50. He said he would have 

expected less codeine to be present and this preliminary 

T.I.C. experiment surprised him at the amount of

B codeine present. However, in the G.C. test the. initial 

results would apparently show that morphine to be 

present in greater quantity than codeine and this 

would apparently contradict the results of the T..L.C. 

test first carried out by him. He said that only 

quantitation could arrive at the true result.

Dr.-JLLntoul,
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A Dr. Rintoul in his report and in his evidence said

that he was unable to complete his quantitative test 

which he commenced on the 6th July, 1976, as his 

machine in the laboratory was not functioning properly 

and steps were immediately taken to remedy it. However 

up to the 9th July he had not been able to purge 

sufficiently the columns of the machine which were

B blocked for quantitative analysis and he said that

he hoped to arrive at the result of his quantitative 

test within one week. On Monday afternoon the 12th 

July, Dr. Rintoul said that the G.C. was still not 

ready. The G.C. was left purging during the weekend 

as his staff was on duty at the race course. Dr. 

Rintoul was not able to give a date when he would be

C in the position to furnish the result of the quantitative 

test.

At the close of Dr. Rintoul's evidence on the 

12th July, counsel for the defence applied for an 

ajournment of the case to a date when Dr. Rintoul 

would be able to furnish the result of his quantitative 

test. We considered the application carefully and

D rejected it. We regret to say that Dr. Rintoul was 

of no assistance to the Court. The results of the 

preliminary tests carried out by him were most 

unsatisfactory. He had not challenged or repudiated

Mr. Lim's.
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A Mr. Lim's figures. Mr* Lim, within a period of six

months, had carried out two tests and obtained almost 

identical results. Dr. Rintoul's evidence failed to 

throw any doubt whatever on the accuracy of Mr. Lim f s 

'analysis. There was no suggestion by the defence 

that the quantitative analysis of Mr. Lim was so 

inaccurate that there was a. possibility or probability

B that the quantitative analysis of Dr. Rintoul might 

prove that the weight of morphine to be less than 30 

grammes. We accepted the results obtained by Mr. Lim. 

For these reasons the application for adjournment was 

refused.

As we have said the accused gave evidence on 

oath. He admitted that he was seated in the rear offside

0 seat of the taxi and that on examining him, Customs 

Officer Abbas took out a parcel from his right sock. 

He said that this parcel was given to him by a friend 

called Loh Seng, a workmate of his in Singapore; he 

had met Loh Seng earlier that morning in Johore 

Bahru and Loh Seng asked him if he would deliver this 

parcel to a friend called Ah Kwang in Singapore who

D also was a workmate of theirs. Accused said he knew 

Loh Seng reasonably well. When giving him the parcel, 

accused said Loh Seng told him that it was medicine

for...
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A for the stomach and told him to hide the parcel in

his socks but if it was detected he would have to pay 

duty on it. Loh Song then gave him $20 and told him 

that if duty exceeded that amount ho should pay the 

amount of the duty and recover the difference from 

Loh Seng later on. Furthermore , the accused told the 

court that he found -it difficult to understand

B Customs Officer Abbas when being questioned by him in 

Malay. We had no doubt in our minds that the persons 

loh Seng and Ah Kwang, especially Loh Seng, were nothing 

but fictitious characters concocted by the accused in 

the hope of establishing his allegation that Loh Seng 

was to be blamed for his possession of the morphine 

and that he carried the morphine at Loh Seng's request

C and did not know its contents.

Under cross-examination, the accused prevaricated 

even on minor .rssues. He said he <jjd nn-k

Customs Officer Abbas when he was being interrogated 

in Malay by him. Nevertheless, Tan Ah Moi (P.W.4) 

the lady who sat next to the driver, said in evidence 

that she turned her head and heard and saw the con- 

versation that took place between the accused and 

Customs Officer Abbas in Malay. We had no reason

whatever to doubt her evidence; she was an independent
witness. . .
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witness and we accepted her evidence as she was a 

witness of truth. We rejected the accused's evidence. 

Jfle was not a v/itness of truth. ?fe were convinced that 

the accused knew that the parcel he was carrying was 

taorphine. The accused failed to rebut the presumption 

that he had the morphine in his possession for the 

purpose of trafficking therein. We found that the 

accused did unlawfully traffic ihe morphine. In fact 

in his own cautioned statement, which was admitted in 

evidence, the accused himself admitted that be 

trafficked the morphine and asked for leniency. We 

found that what he said in his statement was true. 

We were satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt of the 

guilt of the accused and convicted him as charged and 

passed the sentence 'imposed by law.

F.A. CHUA 
JUDGE

D.C. 
JUDGE

3RD AUGUST 1976
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IN TEE COURT 03? CRIMINAL APPEAL OP THE 
REPUBLIC OP SINGAPORE

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO. 10 OF 1976

Between

TEO HOOK.SENG - Appellant 

And

PUBLIC PROSECUTOR - Respondent

* A
* *
* +
*. li

J PETITION OP APPEAL ** &
* A

* ** *
************«**j|r***********>K****** **************

KIOKA3 CHAiT
ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR

SINGAPORE.

"ilcd thic 22rd clay or September, 1976,
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IN THE COURT OP CRIMINAL APPEAL OF THE 
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO. 10 OF 1976

(In the Matter of High Court Criminal Case No. 10 of 1976)

Between

TEO HOOK SEKG - Appellant

And 

PUBLIC PROSECUTOR - Respondent

PETITION OF APPEAL

TO: THE HONOURABLE THE JUDGES OF THE COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEAL, 
SINGAPORE

Your Petitioner, having given notice of -appeal against 

Conviction for the offence of unlawful trafficking of morphine 

ind sentence of death passed on him by the Honourable Kr Justice

-hua and the Honourable Mr Justice D 1 Gotta in the Hi<jh Court of
*

-ue^ Republic of Singapore on the 13th day of July 1976 in 

'I'iminal Case No. 10 of 1976» states the following Grounds for
-is appeal :

There was a miscarriage of justice in that the 

learned Trial Judges : 

1 a ) misdirected themselves on the issue of "controlled

drug".

"' convicted your Appellant of the offence of 

trafficking in 46-38 grams of morphine.
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2. rejected the Defence application for an
adjournment directed to obtaining precise evidence 
as to the exact quantity of morphine content in 
the substance alleged to be in the possession of 
the Appellant at the time of his arrest. 

3. The learned Trial Judges erred in law - 
5 a) in admitting P3- the "Cautioned Statement".
b) in failing :

(i) to give the Appellant's counsel an
opportunity to address the Court on the 
admincibility of the saifr' P8/before so 
admitting it in evidence, and

(ii) in requiring the Appellant's counsel to
satisfy the Court by his address that the 
said Cautioned Statement PS should not be 
admitted thereby reversing the onus and

> ' quantum of proof provided by the law.
c) in assuming that your Appellant ;".-••"' ' • •' 
» (i) used the word "trafficking" in P8 and

(ii) used it with the technical meaning
provided therefor by section 2 of the, 
Misuse of Drugs Act i 

* ' in holding : .,
a) that your Appellant was the one who answered

PV/2 "in the negative" (Grounds of' Decision P2)
b) that your Appellant "lifted the bottom portion 

of his right trousers in a very swift action" 
(Grounds of Decision P.2)
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c) that "Dr. Rintoul was of no assistance to the 

Court. The results of the preliminary tests 

carried out by him were most unsatisfactory"
\»

(Grounds, of Decision P. 12)

d) that "Loh Seng and Ah Kwang, and especially Loh 

Seng, were nothing but fictitious characters 

concocted by the accused" (Grounds of Decision 

Page

e) that the evidence of PW4-, Tan Ah Koy, contradicted 

the evidence of your Appellant and proved him to 

be "not a witness of truth" (Grounds of Decision

P. 14/15)

f) that the Appellant "knew that the parcel he was

carrying was morphine" (Grounds of Decision P. 15) 

5 in importing and basing the conviction of your

Appellant on the presumptions provided by section 

15(b) and section 16(l)(a) of the Kiause of Drugs

Act.
»

C. . The conviction is against the tveight of the evidence 

and the probability of the case.

The Appellant abovenamed therefore prays that the 

conviction and sentence may be set aside and that such order 

be made thereon as justice may require.

Dated this 23rd day of September, 1976.

Solicitor .for the A-ppollnnt
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IN THE COURT OF CRIMINAL .APPEAL OF THE 
______ REPUBLIC OF SIKGAPOttS _________

Criminal Appoal ITo. 10 of 1976

(In the Matter of Singapore High Court 
Criminal Case No. 10 of 1976)

Between 

Teo Hock Sens • • • Appellant

And 

Public Prosecutor . . . Respondent

Coraa; Wee Chong Jin, 0.0. 
T. Kulocckaram, J. 
Choor Singh, J.

OHAL JUDGMENT 0? TiLlt COURT
D"T Tv-'~vn TJV 'T~: •*'' r~~fv-~'' TTT* r< ~ 

-liJL-.i. V j_ii :^'jjj £ j. t j^.o U.T.A..I.'..- <J -LIs , L> « <.J .

liany grounds v;erc net out in the Petition 

of Appeal but this morning your counsel has abandoned 

all but two grounds of appeal . We have read the Record 

of Appeal and now we have heard his arguments. The facts 

from the Record do not support the grounds he has argued 

set out in the Petition of Appoal as Grounds of cppcsi 

A2 and B 5(a) and (b) (i) and (ii).' There is absolutely 

no reason and nothing in the EC,- cord to justify UG in conir 

to the conclusion that you were not properly convicted on 

the charge. There v;as direct, clear and overwhelming 

evidence against you and your appeal must therefore be 

dismissed.

CHI2F JU^TIC^ 
oISGATCSS.

(T, Kulnse'-rcrarc) 
Jiic-je

(Choor Cin^;h)
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CSS217JCCAJK3 0? RSSflffl CP APICAL

iffiTAL APICAL iro. 10 or1 197$

HI THE MilX'-JR OP OtOKEtUL AKSAL IH 

(in tho -rSattor of His^x Court Criminal Caoa Eo« 10 of

EOOS: sons •*
And 

TEB rasLio rsocrxEsoa ••

In aceordaaoo with tho pyoryioionn of Sootibn 

of tliO CupcMrxj Court of Juilicoturo Act (Crjj>--csk 13), i iioixilcr 

oortify that tbo nbovonscntioaod Apical woo called on for 

haazins oa tho Tflli day of Jcnnary^ 11>77 && oftor rocxlinj 

•tho transcript of tho ovidanoo aid odjudioatioa end convietioa 

cwd aftoy hearing *S* Cionr\o Qvm Ccitmool fov tho cbovona-nod 

Appollnnt cvad to Al<m llcaci itojraty Ptiolio Rpooacator| Ctomnol 

for tho

12 tJA3 onxnPJ33 tSiat t!io Argjoal bo diorxL

(Uvtn tnttor ny h.tad and t:« coal of tJiO £s^7Ono Cbort 
this 17th dey of Jamuay, 1P77»

-J2IOO 5T'!T HP 
3rjL'5 
i&UAXCRB
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At the Council Chamber Whitehall
The 21st day of November 1977

BY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE LORDS OF THE JUDICIAL 
COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL

WHEREAS by virtue of the Republic of Singapore (Appeals to Judicial 
Committee) Orders 1966 and 1969 there was referred unto this Committee 
a humble Petition of Teo Hook Seng in the matter of an Appeal from the 
Court of Criminal Appeal of the Republic of Singapore between the 
Petitioner and The Public Prosecutor Respondent setting forth that the 
Petitioner prays for special leave to appeal in forma pauperis to the Judicial 
Committee from a Judgment of the Court of Criminal Appeal dated the 
17th January 1977 which dismissed the Petitioner's Appeal against his 
conviction in the High Court in Singapore of unlawful trafficking in 
diamorphine under section 3 (a) of the Misuse of Drugs Act 1973 and 
sentence of death: And humbly praying Their Lordships to grant the 
Petitioner special leave to appeal in forma pauperis against the Judgment 
of the Court of Criminal Appeal dated the 17th January 1977 and for 
further or other relief:

THE LORDS OF THE COMMITTEE in obedience to the said Orders have 
taken the humble Petition into consideration and having heard Counsel 
in support thereof and in opposition thereto Their Lordships do grant special 
leave to the Petitioner to enter and prosecute his Appeal in forma pauperis 
against the Judgment of the Court of Criminal Appeal of the Republic of 
Singapore dated the 17th January 1977.

AND THEIR LORDSHIPS do further order that the authenticated copy 
of the Record produced by the Respondent upon the hearing of the Petition 
ought to be accepted (subject to any objection that may be taken thereto by the 
Petitioner) as the Record proper to be laid before the Judicial Committee 
on the hearing of the Appeal.

E. R. MILLS,
Registrar of the Privy Council.

Printed by Her Majesty's Stationery Office 

310095—6 Dd 119938 12 + 2 12/77
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THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (CHAPTER 113, 1970 ED.) 
(SECTIONS 151 - 153)

CHARGE

SUPREME COURT 
SINGAPORE

EXHIBIT P7 
in C.C.10/76

Date: 7/7/76 - Sd - 
for Registrar

D.A.O. 44/76

You TEO HOOK SENG - Male - 25 yrs - Malaysian Chinese (Hokkien) 
i/o 4289403 (blue) 
are charged that you, on or about the 9"fch day of January 1976 at about

2.45 P»m. in Singapore registered taxi SK 4481 B at Customs Woodlands 

Checkpoint, Singapore, not being authorised by the Misuse of Drugs Aot, 

1973 (No 5 of 1973) or any regulations made thereunder to traffic in a 

controlled drug, did traffic in approximately 75 grams of morphine 

hydrochloride, which is a controlled Class A drug as specified in 

Part I of the First Schedule to the aforesaid Act, and you have thereby 

committed an offence under section 3(a) and punishable under section 

29 of the same Act*

Sd
LAWRENCE DORAY
AG ASST SUPERINTENDENT OF CUSTOMS 
LAND DIVISION 
SINGAPORE

9th January 76

charge was read, interpreted in Hokkien 
and understood by me.

- Sd - 
(TEO HOOK SENG) 

9/1/76
Charge interpreted 
by mo in Hokkion

- Sd -
(LEE SEAT THUNG)

9/1/70 1735 hrs

Witnessed by me

- Sd - 
(illegible) 
9/1/16 1735 hrs
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ii-fanooo/Suopoot/Aocused B I * P *

STATEMENT 

NoT Report No«

if of person

T30 KOOK SENG

Father's full name 
TSO CHUAN CHUAN

Date &, Place of Birth NRIC No. 

16.9.51 .Chore

Marital Status 
Single

Name in Chinese characters (if Chinese)

Sex
Male

Passport No*
A.0534163 (M'ysian)

S'pore Citizenship 
Certificate No,

Address
193C Pt Tengahparat, Pasir Jawa, Muar, Johore

Age
25 years

Nationality & Dialect 
Malaysian, Chinese/

HnlclH

Vehicle No,

Occupation 
Stevedore

Place of Employment 
M/s Man HOG 
Boat

Telephone Nos 
Residence j Office

at (time) ; 
1740 lire. I

Language Spoken 
Kokkien

Statement Recorded 
on (date)
9»1«' 2. —_—..—.- - _ --- -

Interpreted By 
C/I Lee Seat Ghung

at (place) 
Land HQ Woodlands

Recorded By 
Lawrence Doray

Sank of Recording 
Officer 

Ag A.S.C. Land

NOTE; The Statement is to be signed by tho Interpreter and
the Recording Officer; and where necessary (e.gi cautioned 
statement) by the per son. making the statement,

CAUTION STATEMENT

Do you wish fo say anything in answer to.the charge? You are not obliged 

to say anything unless you wish to do so, but whatever you say will be 

takon down in writing and may be given in evidence. 

Yes I wish to make a statement,

I admit that I have committed an offence for trafficking 

in about 75 grams of morphine. I wish to plead for 

leniency because this is my first offence, and also 

I have to support my younger brothers and sisters. 

That is all I have to say.

Read over to mo in Hokkien 
and understood,

- 3d - 
rTD HOOK SENG 
(in Chinese) 
9/1/76

Recorded by me 
- 3d -

Interpreted by me 
in Hokkien

- Sd -
(LEE SEAT CHUNG) 
9/1/76 1800 hrs

. 
9/l/7>'< 1800 hrs

SUPREME COURT
SINGAPORE 

Exhibit P8 
in CC 10/76
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LABORATORY 
NUMBER 859/76

DEPARTMENT OP CHEMISTRY, 
Ministry of Science and
Technology, 

Republic of Singapore,

CERTIFICATE UNDER SECTION 14 OP THE MISUSE OP DRUGS ACT, 1973

I, Lira Kan Yong Chemist, Singapore do hereby certify that at 
10.55 a.m. on the 10th day of January 1976" thero was handed to me by 
Ag ASC Lawrence Doray one exhibit sealed "Customs and Excise Singapore 

23" and marked "Al".

I found the content of the envelope to be one block of light 
brownish substance which I analysed and found to contain morphine 
hydro chloride. The block was then pulverized and the powder was 
found to weigh 36.83 grams.., On analysis, I found the powder to have 
a morphine content of 60.2 per oent weight by weight. The total

t

morphine content of this exhibit is therefore 22.17 grams. Aftdr 
analysis, the remaining powder was put into a plastic bag and sealed 
in the envelope marked :'A1".

Morphine hydrochloride is a salt of morphine and is therefore 
a Class A Controlled Drug listed in The First Schedule to The Misuse 
of Drugs Act, 1973.

Ater examination the exhibits was scaled "Chief Chemist, Singapore 11 
and handed together with this Report to Ag ASC Lawrence Doray at 2«46" pm 
on 29 Jan 1976.

The Comptroller of Customs, 
Singapore

28.1.76

SUPREME COURT 
SINGAPORE

EXHIBIT P.13 
in CC 10/76

Date: 6/7/76 - Sd -
f. Registrar

- 3d - 
LIM EUT YONG
Chemist, Singapore
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LABORATORY 
NUMBER 860/76

OP CHEMISTRY, 
Mini stry of•Science aad
Technology, 

Republic of Singapore

•eEHTIHCATE- UNDER SECTION 14 OP THE MISUSE OP DRUGS ACT, 1973

I, Lira Han Yong Chemist, Singapore do hereby certify that 

at 10.55 a.m. on the 10th day of January 1976 there was handed to me 

by Ag ASC Lawrence Doray one exhibit., scaled "Customs, and Esoise 

Singapore 23" and marked "A2"

I found the content of the envelope to be one block of brownish 

substance which I analysed and found to contain morphine bydroohloridOr 

The block was then pulverized and the powder was found to weigh 3§»26 

grams. On analysis, I found the powder to have a morphine content of 

63.3 per cent weight by weight. The total morphine content of this 

exhibit is therefore 24«21 grams. After analysis, the remaining powder 

was put into a. plastic bag and sealed in the envelope marked !IA2",

Morphine hydroohlorido is a salt of morphino and is therefore 

a Class A Controlled Drug listed in The First Schedule to The Misuse 

of Drugs Act, 1973•

After the exhibits was sealed "Chief Chemist,

" and handed together with, this Report to Ag ASC Laurcnoo 

Doray at 2*4? J>««* oa 29»l*j6>

The Comptrollor <xf Oootome 
Singapore

20.1.76

COWtf 
-SINOAPOHH

EXHIBIT P.14 
in CC 10/76
Date: 6/7/?6 M

f. Registrar
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REPORTS

I, TEO HOOK S3M3, on this day, the 9th of March, 

1976 do hereby aoknowlodgo that I received at the Qxoenstovm 

Remand Pri3on f Singapore, one copy each of the two Chemist 

Reports Ref: Lab So. 859/76 and 860/76 from Acting Assistant 

Superintendent of Customs Lawrence Doray of the Customs 

Department, Singapore.

• • • •• 3d •••••
L&HKE2TCE: DORAY 
9/3/76 11.35 pm

Interpreted in Holckien
* • » • .5d. • • • •TSO HOOK ssaro
11.35 am 9/3/76

LE3 SEAT CHUMG 
S/3/76 11.35

SUPREME COURT 
Singapore

EXHIBIT P.15 
in CC 10/76
Dates 6/7/76 ^

f. Registrar
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SINGAPORE TESTING LABORATORY
8?5 BUKIT TDiAH ROAD, SINGAPORE 10

Director:-
tf. RINTOUL. B. SC., PH.D., (EDIN^F.R.S.H,,

F.I.F.S.T., F.S.N.I.C., F.S.N.A.S..
P.M.I.C.

SUPREME COURT 
SINGAPORE

EXHIBIT D 2 
in CC 10/76

Date: 9/7/76
Sd. illegible 

f. Registrar .

PRELIMINARY REPORT

July 9» 1976,

I Walter Rintoul, with the above qualifications and previously 
a Government Gazetted Officer in the Dept. of Chemistry 1949 - 
1953* formerly Chairman of the Royal Institute of Chemistry 
Singapore Section, Past President of the Singapore National 
Academy of Science, Founder President of the Singapore National 
Institute of Chemistry and presently and in previous years an 
external examiner for the Royal Society of ^oalth, London do 
hereby certify that on 1st. July at about 11 a.m. I received 
from Mr. Lim Han Yong, an officer of the Dept* of Scientific 
Services 2 samples, A^ and A« contained in well closed containers

and protected from light (brown bottles)*

On return to my laboratory I examined these 2 exhibits 
qualitatively by T.L.C. and G.C. The results of these analysis 
showed the presence of morphine and codeine*

On 2nd July my assistant Analyst and his Laboratory Assistant 
wore in Penan# to undertake their duties in analysing horse 
urines for dope*

On Sunday the 4th July 10:30 a.m. Mr. Thomas Chan visited my 
house for consultation*

On Monday afternoon 5th July my assistant analyst and my 
laboratory Assistant returned from Penang and the G.C* turned 
on ready for use the following day.
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On Tuesday 6th July the G.C. was used to do quantitative work, 
but to our dismay it was noticed that the packed columns were 
being blocked and therefore had to be repacked and purged* 
This was done on the same afternoon.

On Wednesday 7th July T.L.C. was repeated and the results 
showed, and photographs of the results taken by me* These results 
would apparently show codeine to be present in large quantity* 
The word apparent is used as codeine may be more sensitive to. 
the spray reagent than morphine.

The G.C. was also tried but the columns were not purged 
sufficiently for quantitative analysis. Morning and afternoon 
of each day till yesterday evening 8th July the columns are 
not sufficiently purged, in spite of the fact that the instrument 
is allowed to run day and night. However yesterday evening the 
columns showed slight improvement and quantitative results may be 
possible by early next week.

The initial G.C, results would apparently show morphine to be 
present in greater quantity than codeine* The word apparent 
is used as time did not permit us to run codeine and morphine 
standards for comparison*

Finally only quant it ation can arrive at the true result and this 
will be done as soon as the columns are completely purged.
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The writer wishes to thank the Dept. of Scientific Services 
and the Customs for their courtesy and co-operation.

Yours faithfully,
SIWJAPOEE TESTING LABORATORY

Sd: Dr. Walter Rintoul 
(Director)
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Madaa tan Ah fcoi boio* maablo to road tfcio 
atatoaoitt, I, Loo Boat Ctata** Cl«j*-lBtorpro%or 
CuotoMi Bofojrtmont road and iatorprotod to bo* la

it.

Dattt t.3.76 Sdt

«f 
•or» v

hayo no 
b* *ocUi«r p»»ii»ntftr la th« taxi

Mr !•<!*• t f« h»T« fewad ttwt th« *rid*ae* wkl«h
»v0 4» not rol«v*at to €»••• fro 
4«oidod t« dlopowio with nor 

•vldocoe. If Mr Ohan wioho* to call 
tlilB »itaoMi for dofoMO wo o«n oupply 
his with tbo OH»O And *ddro*» of ttoio

Court fruaoo ottafco * caJ^od *C*« 

Ctiar^o roadf oxplalnod aad vndoratood. 

Aeeuood la oaotloaod*



Soctioa

1 loo J »i Go*,
2 Lift Haa Yon«
3 I*a«roi*oo X>o*ay
4 ^OO &**t GlHUUL

d«f*alttoo» «f 5 ***** bin Hay**
6 Mf^id Hivfthltt bin
7 tay ?«lft "

TlkA Afa

duly ta*«a i^fer* •• in tfa« p<r«i«mi« *nd 
of the 

cf
and r«»d and ax^ laln«4 to th« aeouaafl, 
harta* tMioa r«ad to wita««»«*t, after which tti« 
word* «ur«

board tho oviaoaoo do yew wla* to «ay 
anew«r to tha o)uurff«? You havo noH^La^ to 

bop* froa any >re»l9« of fuvour &nd nothing to foar 
froti any tfcyoat whioJ» aay IH»Y« boon bald out to yoo to 
inciuoa you to a*ko any confafaaic* of your guilt, fom 
are not »oa»tf to e®y anyttuo^ unlaoa you doalro to 
to out wbatavor >vu *ay »ill oo talcaa down la 
and «£»y bo «ivan in «riaono» at yomr trial.

rooarrot dafoaoo trial* 
Court ccowita aoovaoA to otand trial 
at Biigit Court on tbo oharga '-'.

:. r :ottoi At tno u>oa«it I vlon to infers 'cart 
d«f anae will b« oalliag Lofc ong

at 31 l-ppor riekoriog i troot, 
aa a dafoooo «rltno««.
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